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1 Guide to Appendix

This appendix serves three main functions: first, it provides step-by-step derivation of our mathematical
model; second, it specifies how this model was parameterized to empirical data in the fig wasp mutualism;
and third, it justifies our cost-benefit model for non-pollinating wasps in greater detail. In addition to
all of the information provided here, we have written a separate Mathematica Appendix that contains all
the code required to recreate our model (and figures).

2 General Model framework

2.1 Fitness Equations

A simplified illustration of our general model setup is represented in Figure S1. Here we depict the three
main processes: i) colonization of host modules by mutualist and exploiter symbionts (binomial distri-
bution), ii) di�erential reproductive output of these symbionts depending on the composition of their
modules (preferential allocation) and iii) reiteration of steps i and ii until an equilibrium is reached.

v"v"+"b" v"+"αb"

Foundress)combina/ons)based)on)binomial)distribu/on)

Offspring)numbers)depend)on)resource)alloca/on)by)host)

(1(q)2" 2(1(q)q" q2"

Mutualist)(P+)))
Exploiter)(P?)))

Figure S1. A conceptual representation of the model of a plant host that discriminates among modules. For simplicity
we are here only showing modules with two symbionts (two foundresses per fig). The host allocates resources di�erentially
depending on the proportion cooperative (P+) and uncooperative (P-) symbionts in each module, thereby directly a�ecting
symbiont fitness. Symbiont o�spring recolonize new figs in combinations based on a binomial distribution. Large grey circles
represent modules (figs), small black or white circles represent symbionts (fig wasps). In the base model potential benefits
of not cooperating are ignored.
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Mathematically, these processes are incorporated in the following fitness equations (modified from
Steidinger and Bever 2016):
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where
A

q
N

B

= N !
(N ≠ Q)! .

where N is the number of symbionts in a module, p
N

is the probability of ending up in a module
with N symbionts, Q is the number of non-cooperative symbionts in a module, q is the proportion of
non-cooperative symbionts in the population, v

N

is the fitness intercept, b
N

is the fitness of cooperative
symbionts that occur in modules with only other cooperative symbionts (Q = 0), and – is a weighting
term that determines what proportion of fitness b

N

a symbiont receives when it occurs in a mixed module
(where 0 < Q < N).

Briefly, equations 1 and 2 state that the symbiont fitness is determined by summing the symbiont
fitnesses in modules with N = 1 to N

max

other symbionts weighted by the probability of ending up in a
module with N symbionts (p

N

). In addition, equations 1 and 2 specify that in order to determined the
fitness of symbionts in modules with N symbionts, you must take the sum of the fitnesses of of symbionts
that occur in modules with Q = 0 to Q = N non-cooperators weighted by the probability of ending up
in a module with Q non-cooperators.

2.2 Probability of colonizing a module with N symbionts, Q of which are non-

cooperators

The probability of occurring in a module with N symbionts is specified by the term p
N

. This should
not be confused with the probability of finding a module with N symbionts, which we refer to as f

N

and
relates to p

N

via the following expression:

p
N

= Nf
Nq

N

Nf
N

.

The distinction between p
N

and f
N

is one of perspective: from a symbionts perspective, it ends up
in a module with N symbionts with probability p

N

; from a hosts perspective, it interacts with modules
with N symbionts with probability f

N

. Since we are interested in symbiont fitness, we use p
N

.
The following example illustrates this di�erence. Imagine that you went into the field and counted the

number of symbionts that occur inside modules on a plant host. You end up with the following simple
distribution: 50 modules have 1 symbiont, 25 have 2 symbionts, and 25 have 3 symbionts. We enter this
sample data into the following table in the modules column.

N modules symbionts f
N

p
N

1 50 50(1)=50 50/100=0.5 50/175=0.285714
2 25 25(2)=50 25/100=0.25 50/175=0.285714
3 25 25(3)=75 25/100=0.25 75/175=0.428571
total 100 175 1 1
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We calculate f
N

as the proportion of modules with N symbionts out of the total number of modules.
However, we calculate p

N

as the proportion of the total number of wasps in modules with N symbionts.
Thus, although there are half as many modules with 2 symbionts than those with 1, they have the same
number of symbionts and the same p

N

. When we parameterize our model to fig wasps, we use an empirical
distribution for p

N

.
Next we need to know, given that a module has N symbionts, what is the probability that a symbiont

will end up in a module with Q non-cooperators. For this, we first find the probability that a module with
N symbionts will have Q non-cooperators (the so-called "host perspective") number. This is determined
by the binomial probability function, such that

A
q
N

B

qQ(1 ≠ q)N≠Q

For example, imagine that N = 4 and that non-cooperators comprise 50 percent of the population
(q = 0.5). This would give you 0.0625 probability of modules with Q = 0, and 0.25 probability of Q = 1,
0.375 probability of Q = 2, 0.25 probability of Q = 3, and 0.0625 probability of Q = 4,which we fill into
the "binomial probability" column in the table below.

Q N-Q binomial probability PrNC[Q,N] PrC[Q,N]
0 4 0.0625 0 0.125
1 3 0.25 0.125 0.375
2 2 0.375 0.375 0.375
3 1 0.25 0.375 0.125
4 0 0.0625 0.125 0

total 1 1 1

Just as f
N

gave the "host-perspective" on the number of symbionts in the module, the binomial
probability gives the host-perspective on the probability of finding a module with Q non-cooperators. To
satisfy yourself that host-perspective is inappropriate for the purposes of calculating symbiont fitness,
consider that the binomial probability of encountering a module with zero non-cooperators is 0.0625.
However, if we wish to calculate a weighted sum of non-cooperator fitness, it would not make sense to
include the fitness contribution from modules that lack non-cooperators.

To correct for this, we include a separate weighting term for non-cooperators and cooperators. In the
following expression, PrNC[Q, N ] is a function that returns the probability of a non-cooperator ending
up in a module with Q non-cooperators.
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Q
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Briefly, this function specifies that we first multiply the number of non-cooperators by the binomial
probability (so that, for example, when Q = 0 PrNC[0, N ] = 0) and then weight that probability by
the sum of the product of Q and the binomial probability over all modules from Q = 0 to N . In the
right-most expression, we simplify the denominator to Nq, which is how this term appears in equation

2 above.
We do the same thing for cooperators (giving probability PrC[Q, N ], such that

PrC[Q, N ] =
5

N ≠ Q

N(1 ≠ q)

6 A
q
N

B

qQ(1 ≠ q)N≠Q.
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Filling in the columns for PrC and PrNC in our table above, we can see that the probability to the
symbionts of ending up in a module with Q non-cooperators are di�erent from one another. Further,
the probability of a cooperator (or non-cooperator) ending up in a module with no-cooperators (or no
non-cooperators) is zero and the probabilities all sum to 1.

Now that we have all the tools to determine the probability of a cooperator or non-cooperator of ending
up in a module with N symbionts (and Q non-cooperators), we move on to the fitness consequences to
those symbionts as they interact with a discriminating host.

2.3 Preferential Allocation and Intercept, b
N

and v
N

Preferential allocation refers here to the increase in symbiont fitness that occurs when a symbiont renders
services to its host. Thus, we are interested in the di�erence in fitness between an uncooperative symbiont
and a cooperative one. If the interacted independently with cooperative and uncooperative symbionts,
we could specify the fitness di�erence with two terms (e.g., b

N

for cooperative symbionts and v
N

for
uncooperative symbionts). However, because we are interested in modular mutualisms where hosts have to
reward partial services rendered by cooperative and uncooperative symbionts that are spatially integrated,
we must also specify how hosts allocates resources to mixed modules.

The following expression returns the partial fitness of a symbiont can expect:

b
N

;
–(N ≠ Q)

N– ≠ Q(2– ≠ 1)

<
(3)

where – is a scaling term that determines how sensitive preferential allocation is to changes in the
number of uncooperative symbionts in a module.

In the manuscript, we consider a range of potential – values from 0.5 to 1. When –=0.5, equation 3

simplifies to b
N

(1 ≠ Q

N

, such that the proportion of preferentially allocated resource a symbiont receives
declines linearly with the number of uncooperative symbionts. We describe this type of preferential
allocation as being linear.

When –>0.5, we call preferential allocation saturating. This is because we get a rapid increase in
preferential allocation with the fraction of cooperative symbionts in a module followed by a marginal
return as N≠Q

N

approaches 1. As – increases, the expression rises more steeply at lower fractions of
cooperative symbionts and gets flatter earlier.

At the extreme where –=1, equation 3 simplifies to b
N

. This would imply that preferential allocation
breaks down when –=1. To avoid this, we simplify equation 3 for when –¥ 1 to a step function, such
that equation 3 is equal to b

N

when Q < N and 0 when Q = N . In Figure S2, we plot three lines with
di�erent – values using equation 3.

2.4 Simplification when q is very small

We can simplify the fitness equations 1 and 2 if we assume that q is very small. This is useful because it
allows us to remove q and Q from the equations, making them more manageable for illustrative purposes.
In addition, when we calculate the selection against P- wasps when q ¥0, we will use these simplified
expressions.

When q is very small we can assume that i) P+ wasps never co-occur in a mixed fig with a P- wasp
and ii) all P- wasps occur as singletons (in figs with Q = 1). To illustrate, we calculate the probability
that a P+ wasp is in a fig with only other P+ wasps (Q = 0) as

5
N ≠ Q

(1 ≠ q)N

6 5
N !

Q!(N ≠ Q)!q
Q(1 ≠ q)N≠Q

6----
Q=0

= (1 ≠ q)N≠1.

When q is very small (1 ≠ q)N≠1 ¥ 1. We get the same result when we calculate the probability that
a a P- wasp occurs as a singleton
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Figure S2. Foundress fitness as a function of the number of P- foundresses in a fig (out of a total of N foundresses). The
intercept (v) and maximum fitness (b) values determine the fitness of foundresses in modules with all P+ wasps or all P-
wasps, while the value of the half-saturation constant (–) determines the fitness of foundresses in mixed figs that contain
equal numbers of P+ and P- foundresses.
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Substituting this into the above equations 1 and 2, we get modified fitness equations of
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Note that the inclusion of – in equation 4 (but not 3) reflects that fact that when non-cooperative
symbionts occur as singletons they comprise 1

2 , 1
3 , 1

4 ..... 1
Nmax

of modules with 1, 2, 3, 4 .... N
max

symbionts,
respectively. Thus, we must use equation 3 to determine what fraction of b

N

these symbionts receive.

2.5 Simplification when –=1

When q is very small and –=1, we can simplify the fitness equation for P- wasps (4) even further to

W
p≠ = ≠p1b1 +

Nmaxÿ

N=1
p

N

(v
N

+ b
N

). (6)

We justify equation 6 by noting that when q is small, uncooperative symbionts occur only as singleton,
where Q = 1. However, when – ¥1, the only time uncooperative symbionts miss out on the full magnitude
of preferential allocation is when they are isolated in modules with other uncooperative symbionts, where
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Q = N . Thus, in these simplified conditions, the only time an uncooperative symbiont misses out on
preferential allocation is when Q = N = 1.

This means that uncooperative symbionts have the same fitness as cooperative ones (e.g., v
N

+ b
N

)
except in the special case where N = 1, in which case they have fitness v

N

. The inclusion of the term
≠p1b1 in equation 6 corrects for this.

Note that it is redundant to simplify the expression for the fitness of cooperative symbionts W
p+

when –= 1 and q is small. Simplifying for either condition returns the equation 4. This occurs because
whenever –= 1, the presence of a single cooperative symbiont in a module ensures that all symbionts
have fitness v

N

+ b
N

. As, by definition, no cooperative symbionts occur in a module composed entirely
of uncooperative symbionts, this means that the fitness of cooperative symbionts is independent of the
proportion of uncooperative symbionts, q.

3 Parameterizing the General Model Framework

Until now, we have discussed the mathematical parts of our model in terms of modules and symbionts
that are either cooperative or uncooperative. Here we highlight how we use this model framework and
parameterize it to the mutualism between fig trees and their pollinating (P+) and non-pollinating (P-)
wasps.

General characteristics of our four fig species are given in Table S1. Foundress numbers originated
from figs collected from multiple trees and crops for each species, collected over multiple years; typically
over 100 figs were sampled per crop (number of figs sampled per individual crop): F. citrifolia (19, 112,
131, 119, 142, 116); F. nymphaeifolia (161, 166, 99, 100, 112); F. obtusifolia (164, 115, 155, 148, 140, 121,
129, 117); F. popenoei (211, 132, 113, 146, 114, 151, 129, 121, 117, 130, 123, 103). Each crop produced
an independent mean (equally weighted) when calculating the overall distribution. The probability for
a wasp to end up in a fig with N foundresses is given in Table S2. Note that the probability for a wasp
to end up in a fig fruit with N foundresses is not the same as the number of foundresses in a fig. For
example, if 50% of figs have 1 foundress and 50% have 2 foundresses, then 1/3 of wasps end up in a fig
with 1 foundress (Jandér and Herre 2010).

Table S1. Summary of species characteristics for the four studied fig species and their respective pollinating wasp
species. F. = Ficus, P. = Pegoscapus (Berg 1989; Wiebes 1995), c = common, r = rare (Molbo et al. 2003), Flowers = mean
number of flowers per fig (s.e.m.)(Herre 1989), O�spring = Mean number of o�spring for a single foundress (s.e.m.)(Herre
1988), Foundresses = Mean number of foundresses per fig (s.e.m.)

Fig species Pollinator species Flowers O�spring Foundresses
F. citrifolia P. tonduzi 325 (5) 163.3 (3.5) 1.40 (0.07)
F. nymphaeifolia P. piceipes 675 (14) 247.2 (5.4) 2.15 (0.29)
F. obtusifolia P. ho�meyeri A (c) and B (r) 976 (16) 335.0 (10.9) 1.32 (0.14)
F. popenoei P. gemellus A (r) and B (c) 1124 (21) 174.0 (6.2) 3.85 (0.53)
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Table S2. Observed field data for the probability for a wasp to end up in a fig fruit with N foundresses. Based on field
collections from 5-12 trees per species and 19-211 figs per tree, see text. The mean from each tree was used as a sample when
calculating the overall probability, thus ignoring di�erences in the number of figs sampled per tree.

F. citrifolia F. nymphaeifolia F. obtusifolia F. popenoei
trees samples 6 5 8 12
figs sampled 639 638 1089 1590
N
1 0.522 0.243 0.707 0.069
2 0.304 0.246 0.123 0.155
3 0.099 0.229 0.056 0.205
4 0.049 0.205 0.025 0.156
5 0.013 0.047 0.017 0.109
6 0.005 0.017 0.014 0.088
7 0.006 0.003 0.005 0.057
8 0 0.009 0.004 0.031
9 0 0 0.036 0.034
10 0 0 0.011 0.015
11 0 0 0 0.015
12 0 0 0 0.021
13 0 0 0 0.011
14 0 0 0 0.007
15 0 0 0 0.003
16 0 0 0 0.0029
17 0 0 0 0.0082
18 0 0 0 0.0019
19 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0.004
21 0 0 0 0.0038
22 0 0 0.012 0.0023

The most mathematically complex part of our study involves parameterizing the fitness variables b
N

and v
N

so that they reflect traits of the fig trees (e.g., carrying capacity of individual figs and the strength
of host discrimination) and wasps (oviposition rate).

3.1 Deriving Logistic Growth Equation n(t)

We determined the number of o�spring that any foundress would have based on the species-specific
oviposition rate (r) and carrying capacity (maximum number of wasp o�spring) of individual figs (K).
To do this, for each species separately we fitted a logistic growth curve to empirical data on the number
of wasp o�spring in figs with di�erent number of foundresses (Herre 1988; Herre 1989).
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Table S3. Observed field data for the total number of o�spring emerging from an unmanipulated fig fruit with N
foundresses. Data from Herre 1988 (N = 1-3) and Herre 1989.

N F. citrifolia F. nymphaeifolia F. obtusifolia F. popenoei
1 163.3 247.2 335 174.4
2 199.9 315.9 357.6 280.7
3 200 353.6 360 363.8
4 200 365 360 410
5 and over 200 365 360 440

We used the equation

dn

dt
= rN

A

1 ≠ n

K

B

(7)

where n is the total number of o�spring and N is the number of adult foundresses that enter a fig
(note that only adult foundresses contribute to the number of o�spring). The equilibrium number of
o�spring occurs when this equation is set to zero, which occurs when the number of o�spring reaches the
carrying capacity of the fig (n̂=K). In order to solve the equation 7 in terms of n(t), we first define a
new variable ” that determines the distance of the o�spring population from equilibrium, such that ” =n-
n̂. Because we know that the population does not change at equilibrium, we can express a di�erential
equation in terms of ” that has the same form of the original, such that

dn

dt
= d(” + n̂)

dt
= d”

dt
= rN

A

1 ≠ n

K

B

.

Substituting in ” + K for n and factoring we get

d”

dt
= ≠rN

K
”,

which has the same form as the exponential growth equation. To demonstrate, we solve the equation
using the separation of variables, such that

d”

dt
= f(”)g(t),

where f(”) = ≠ rN

K

” and g(t)=1. We rearrange the above equation so that the terms with n are on
one side and t are on the other, such that

1
f(”)d” = g(t)dt.

Next, we integrate both sides of this expression, such that
⁄ 1

f(”)d” = ≠ K

Nr
ln(”) + c1,

and
⁄

g(t)dt = t + c2.

Where c1 and c2 are constants.Setting these two expressions equal to one another and merging the
constants (c=c2 ≠ c1), you get:
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≠ K

Nr
ln(”) = t + c.

Next, we rearrange this expression in terms of ”, such that

” = e≠ Nr
K

te≠ Nr
K

c.

From this expression, we know that at time zero that ”(t = 0) = e≠ Nr
K

c.
Substituting this into the above expression, we get:

”(t) = e≠ rN
K

t”(0),

where ”(t) gives the deviation from equilibrium at any time given some initial value ”(0). Replacing
” with n- n̂, we get

n(t) ≠ n̂ = n(0)
A

e≠ rNt
K

B

≠ n̂

A

e≠ rNt
K

B

Finally, we can simplify this expression by specifying the equilibrium condition (n̂ = K) and there are
no o�spring in figs before foundresses arrive (n(0)=0), such that

n(t) = K

A

1 ≠ e≠ rNt
K

B

. (8)

This expression gives the total number of o�spring as a function of time (t). Here we consider ovipo-
sition from time 0 to 1, which corresponds to the lifespan of the adult foundress. Fitting this line to the
empirical data, we estimate the values of r and K (Figure S3).

3.2 Intercept and preferential allocation when P+ and P- oviposit at the same rate

in equation 8 we have an expression that gives the total number of o�spring in figs that are not subject
to host discrimination. Our next task is to relate this expression to our terms v

N

and b
N

as follows

N(v
N

+ b
N

) = K

A

1 ≠ e≠ rN
K

B

(9)

We begin by introducing a variable „, which is the relative fitness of single P- to P+ wasps experi-
mentally introduced into separate figs (Jander and Herre 2010; Table S4). For example, „=0.01 indicates
that a P- wasp had only 1 percent the fitness of a P+ wasp. This di�erence in fitness is caused by host
discrimination–for example, via reduction in resource allocation to unpollinated figs. In general, we define
the strength of host discrimination in terms of (1-„), such that a small value of „ means a host is a strong
discriminator.

Table S4. Observed field data on the relative fitness of a single P- foundress compared to P+ foundress, „, and qfield,
the proportion of P- wasps in natural populations, from field collections. Data from Jandér and Herre 2010.

F. citrifolia F. nymphaeifolia F. obtusifolia F. popenoei
relative fitness 0.00139 0.1635 0.4377 0.6726
qfield 0.002506 0.003148 0.009811 0.050237
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Figure S3. The number of total o�spring per fig as a function of the number of foundress wasps in the fig, for four
Panamanian fig species (Data from Herre 1988, Herre 1989). A logistic growth equation was fitted for each species to
parameterize the oviposition rate r and the carrying capacity of individual figs K.

By using „, we can define the intercept fitness v
N

in equation 16 as the expected reward a P- wasp
would receive if it were isolated in a fig with only other P- wasps (Q = N), such that

v
N

= „
K

N

A

1 ≠ e≠ rN
K

B

. (10)

This implies that the expression for b
N

is equal to the extra amount of fitness that wasp would receive
if it evaded host discrimination, such that

b
N

= (1 ≠ „)K

N

A

1 ≠ e≠ rN
K

B

. (11)

Equations 10 and 11 su�ce for the mutation-selection balance and cost-benefit parts of our model
that deal with encounter rate. However, we are also interested in what happens when P- wasps oviposit
faster than P+ wasps. For this, we need more general expressions.

3.3 Intercept and preferential allocation when P- oviposit at an accelerated rate, w

In the cost-benefit model we allow the P- wasps to oviposit their o�spring at an accelerated rate of rw,
where w >= 1. When this occurs, the total number of wasp o�spring in a fig increases, such that rather
than having N wasps ovipositing at r for a total of Nr, you have (N ≠ Q) P+ wasps ovipositing at rate
r and Q P- wasps ovipositing at wr. We write out this expression and simplify it, such that

(N ≠ Q)r + rw(Q) = Nr ≠ Qr + rwQ = r (N + Q(w ≠ 1)) .
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This expression then replaces Nr in the negative power of e in Equations 10 and 11. In addition,
rather than being divided equally among the foundresses, the P- wasps account for an increased proportion
of the total wasps. To correct for this, we modify the expressions, such that

v
N+ = „

K

N + Q(w ≠ 1)

A

1 ≠ e≠ r(N+Q(w≠1))
K

B

, (12)

is the intercept for P+ wasps and

v
N≠ = w

I

„
K

N + Q(w ≠ 1)

A

1 ≠ e≠ r(N+Q(w≠1))
K

BJ

(13)

is the intercept for P- wasps. Similarly, we modify b
N

to

b
N+ = (1 ≠ „)K

N + Q(w ≠ 1)

A

1 ≠ e≠ r(N+Q(w≠1))
K

B

(14)

for the preferential allocation to P+ wasps and

b
N≠ = (1 ≠ „)wK

N + Q(w ≠ 1)

A

1 ≠ e≠ r(N+Q(w≠1))
K

B

(15)

for preferential allocation to P- wasps (that occur with P+ wasps in mixed figs).
In equations 13 and 15, the right-hand term w/(N + Q(w ≠ 1)) gives the modified fraction of

o�spring that are derived from a P- foundresses. Thus, whereas equations 10 and 11 specify that each
wasp contributes 1/N of the total o�spring when all wasps oviposit at the same rate, equations 13

and 15 generalize these equations to allow P+ and P- wasps to contribute di�erent amounts of the total
o�spring depending on the relative ovisposition rate w of P- wasps and the number of P- wasps in a fig.
For example, if there are N = 2 foundresses, one of which is a P- wasp (Q = 1) that oviposits at twice
the rate of a P+ wasp (w = 2), then the P- wasp contributes

w

N + Q(w ≠ 1) = 2
2 + 1(2 ≠ 1) = 2

3
of the total o�spring. Likewise, equations 12 and 14 state that under the same condition, P+ wasps

contribute

1
N + Q(w ≠ 1) = 1

2 + 1(2 ≠ 1) = 1
3

of the total o�spring. The more general expressions are necessary when we consider Type O benefits
in the cost-benefit model.

4 Fully Parameterized Fitness Equations

Next, we insert the expressions for b
i

and v
i

into equations 1 and 2 to yield the fully parameterized
fitness equations, where
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W
p+ = K

Nmaxÿ

N=1
p

N

I
Nÿ

Q=0

5
N ≠ Q

(1 ≠ q)N

6 CA
q
N

B

qQ(1 ≠ q)N≠Q

D 5 1
N + Q(w ≠ 1)

6

5
1 ≠ e≠ r(N+Q(w≠1))

K

6 5
„ + (1 ≠ „)

3
–(N ≠ Q)

N– + Q(2– ≠ 1)

46 J (16)

and

W
p≠ = kwK

Nmaxÿ

N=1
p

N

I
Nÿ

Q=0

5
Q

qN

6 CA
q
N

B

qQ(1 ≠ q)N≠Q

D 5 1
N + Q(w ≠ 1)

6

5
1 ≠ e≠ r(N+Q(w≠1))

K

6 5
„ + (1 ≠ „)

3
–(N ≠ Q)

N– + Q(2– ≠ 1)

46 J (17)

The extent to which host sanctions select against P- wasps is quantified by the coe�cient of se-
lection, s, which can be calculated for each species. We set W

P + = 1, and W
P + = 1-s, such that

s = (W
P + ≠ W

P ≠)/W
P +. While the strength of selection against P- wasps di�ers across the four species,

W
P ≠ is always negatively frequency dependent (Figure S4).
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Figure S4. Negative frequency dependent selection. The expected foundress wasp fitness (WP ≠) decreases as the proportion
of P- wasps in the population (q) increases, for wasps associated with four di�erent fig species. Here only costs due to sanctions
are taken into account; any fitness benefits due to avoiding pollination are ignored. This graph shows absolute, not relative
fitness, and expected o�spring numbers therefore vary across species. Note that the foundress wasp fitness of P+ wasps
(WP +) remains unchanged when – = 1, because under that condition one P+ wasp in a fig is su�cient to mitigate sanctions.

We can simplify these equations as above by assuming that P- wasps are rare (q ¥ 0), in which case
equation 16 can be written as
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W
p+ = K

Nmaxÿ

N=1

p
N

N

Ë
1 ≠ e≠ rN

K

È
(18)

and equation 17 is

W
p≠ = wkK

Nmaxÿ

N=1

5
p

N

N + w ≠ 1

6 5
1 ≠ e≠ r(N+w≠1)

K

6 5
„ + (1 ≠ „)

3
–(N ≠ 1)

–(N ≠ 2) + 1

46
. (19)

Finally, simplifying the equation 19 for when –¥ 1, we get

W
p≠ = kK

I

≠ p1(1 ≠ „)
Ë
1 ≠ e≠ rw

K

È
+

Nmaxÿ

N=1

wp
N

N + w ≠ 1

5
1 ≠ e≠ r(N+w≠1)

K

6 J

. (20)

5 Mutation-Selection Balance

In a mutation-selection balance model, P- wasps have no advantages over P+ wasps (k = w = 1). However,
the P- wasps lost to host discrimination can be compensated by the generation of fresh P- individuals
generated by mutation rate. Here we assume that the non-pollinating trait is caused by a single recessive
allele a that occurs in the population with frequency p. Individuals wasps that are AA and Aa are P+,
while aa wasps are P-. The following table provides all combinations of genotypes, phenotypes, frequencies
and fitnesses from our model.

genotype AA Aa aa
phenotype P+ P+ P-
frequency (1 ≠ p)2 + Fp(1 ≠ p) 2p(1 ≠ p)(1 ≠ F ) p2 + Fp(1 ≠ p)
fitness 1 1 1-s

5.1 Mutation-Selection in haplodiploids with inbreeding and selection only on fe-

males

If mutations are fully balancing the selection against P- wasps, then selection against the a allele will
equate the mutation to the a allele. For our fully recessive allele a, the equilibrium equation can be
written as

u(1 ≠ p) ≠ vp = sp2(1 ≠ p)
(1 ≠ sp2)

(21)

where p is the equilibrium frequency of allele a in the population, µ is the mutation rate per generation
to allele a, v is the rate of mutation from allele a to allele A, and s is the selection coe�cient (Falconer
and Mackay 1996). When p is small, this expression can be simplified to µ = sp2 (Falconer and Mackay
1989; Van Dyken et al. 2011). This simple formula does however not account for the fact that fig wasps
are both haplodiploid and inbred, and that selection would only act on females, and therefore needs to
be adjusted.

We begin with correcting for haplodiploidy (with selection only on females), which modifies µ = sp2

to µ = (2/3)sp2. Next, we correct for inbreeding by introducing the inbreeding coe�cient F . Inbreeding
increases the proportion of homozygotes in the population, such that the proportion p of the a allele in
the fig wasp populations is determined by the equation q

field

= p2 + Fp(1 ≠ p), which rearranges to

p2(1 ≠ F ) + Fp ≠ q = 0.

Using the quadratic equation, we find a positive solution for p, such that
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p = ≠F +


F 2 + 4(1 ≠ F )q
2(1 ≠ F ) . (22)

Substituting p from equation 21 into µ = (2/3)sp2 gives

µ =

1
F +


F 2 + 4q(1 ≠ F )

22
s

6(1 ≠ F )2 , (23)

which is the mutation rate required to sustain q proportion of P- wasps in a population given inbreeding
F and selection s. This equation can also be rearranged to

q = F
Ô

6su + 3u(1 ≠ F )
2s

, (24)

which is the proportion of P- wasps in the population that can be sustained by mutation rate µ.

5.2 Support for the assumption that the pollen-free trait is heritable

Available preliminary data support the pollen-free wasps studied here being due to a heritable trait rather
than environmentally caused "mistakes". In F. popenoei, the pollen-free wasps originate from a small pro-
portion of fig fruits, whereas the majority of figs produce 100% pollen-carrying wasps (Jandér unpublished
data). The fig fruits that produce a high proportion of pollen-free wasps do not lack pollen; there is much
pollen remaining in the fig after the wasps have left (Jandér unpublished data), suggesting that the pollen-
free trait either is heritable, or due to some other unknown environmental factor. Preliminary results from
an ongoing study using molecular parentage analyses suggest that the pollen-free trait is indeed heritable
(Jandér unpublished data).

5.3 Parameterize inbreeding F , the observed proportion of P- wasps q
field

, and se-

lection coe�cient s

The inbreeding coe�cient F has been estimated directly using microsatellites for four of the fig wasp
species (F. obtusifolia, F. popenoei; Molbo et al. 2004); for the remaining two species, F can be estimated
indirectly using the formula F = 1/(4H ≠ 3), where H is the harmonic mean of foundress numbers for
each species (Hamilton 1979; Herre 1987). These values are then plugged into equations 15 and 16.
Two di�erent data sets of foundress distributions H1(Herre 1989) and H2 (current study) give slightly
di�erent estimates of F and therefore u (Figure S5), but are both within reasonable ranges of mutation
rates for eukaryotes. We present the results from both data sets here for transparency.

The proportion of P- wasps, q
field

were determined empirically for each fig tree species (Jandér and
Herre 2010; Table S4). In figure 3 in the main text, the 95% confidence intervals about the population
means of the field collected data (q

field

) were calculated using bootstrap (resampling with replacement) in
Poptools with 10,000 iterations, and then bias-corrected (Quinn and Keough 2002, method as in equation
2.13). The 95% confidence interval for q

field

produced by the generalized linear model with binomial
errors and a logit link described in Jandér and Herre (2010) are wider, but do not change the results -
q

field

for wasps associated with F. popenoei are still much higher than what the models predict.
Next, we parameterize the selection coe�cient s, which is determined by the following equation

s[q] = W
p+[q] ≠ W

p≠[q]
W

p+[q] = 1 ≠ W
p≠[q]

W
p+[q] , (25)

where W
p+[q] and W

p≠[q] are the fitnesses of P+ and P- wasps expressed as functions of the proportion
of non-pollinating wasps (equations 9 and 10). The selection coe�cient s increases somewhat with q,
but in our calculations we used the values of s when q = 0, which is not much di�erent from s at the
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field-determined levels of q, q
field

(Figure 1). This method allows our mutation-based estimates of q,
q

mut

, to be independent of the field-determined q
field

for each species, thus removing any possibility of
mathematical circularity.

To find the selection coe�cient when q ¥ 0, we use the simplified fitness equations 18 and 19 , such
that

s[q = 0] = 1 ≠

q
Nmax
N=1

pN
N

A

1 ≠ e≠ rN
K

B Ë
„ + (1 ≠ „)

1
–(N≠1)

–(N≠2)+1

2È

q
Nmax
N=1

pN
N

A

1 ≠ e≠ rN
K

B (26)

Using s(q = 0) instead of s(q
field

) changes the results only slightly, and in the direction of making it
harder to reject the mutation hypothesis. For example, in the calculation where the di�erence between
s(q = 0) and s(q

field

) is the largest, in F. popenoei A for a u set to 10≠4, q
mut

calculated using s(q
field

)
is 2.52% whereas q

mut

calculated using s(q = 0) is only slightly higher at 2.77%, but still well below the
observed q

field

of 5%.
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Figure S5. The mutation rate, u required to explain the observed frequencies of P- wasps that associate with four fig species
as a function of the inbreeding coe�cient, F . For each coloured curve, the upper and lower boundaries indicate the required
mutation rate when the fitness e�ect of host sanctions is linear (– = 0.5) or saturating (– = 1), respectively. For each fig
species, the inbreeding coe�cients of their associated wasps have either been estimated from average foundress numbers (FH ,
dashed line), or microsatellites (FA and FB for the two di�erent cryptic species). The shaded area between 5 ◊ 10≠6 and
1 ◊ 10≠4 indicate common estimates of mutation rates across eukaryotes.

5.4 Allowing multiple loci

We can relax the assumption that a single locus is the cause of the cheater phenotype, and allow multiple
loci to be involved (for example, A, B, C, D etc). We assume that if any one of these loci is homozygous
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with the recessive allele (i.e. aa, bb, cc, dd etc), pollination behaviour is disrupted. For simplicity, we
assume that each gene has the same mutation rate. Because mutations are rare, we ignore the rare
occurrence of individuals that are recessive homozygotes at more than one loci. Our observed proportion
of pollen free wasps in the field, q

field

, is therefore assumed to be a sum of wasps that are recessive
homozygotes at any of these loci; each homozygote being equally likely to occur. By using the species-
specific values for F and s (at q = 0), and using q

field

/L instead of q
field

in equation 3 in the main text,
we can calculate the needed mutation rate to explain q

field

for L loci (Fig. S6). With one locus, the
required mutation rate µ is for F. popenoei A wasps 10 times higher than the estimated mean µ for the
other species (cit, nym, obt), and for F. popenoei B 24 times higher; with an increasing number of loci
involved the di�erences are even larger (Fig. S6).
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Figure S6. The required mutation rate µ, to explain the proportion pollen-free wasps observed in the field (qfield), when
the pollen-free phenotype can be caused by multiple loci.

6 Cost Benefit Model

6.1 Biological justification

In the cost-benefit model we introduce the possibility of benefits to P- wasps for not pollinating. To model
the benefits we need to know what possible fitness advantage wasps that do not pollinate (P-) could have
over pollinating (P+) wasps. To pollinate a receptive fig a P+ wasp must successfully complete four steps
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depicted in Figure S6: 1) collect pollen from her natal fig and place it in her pollen pockets, 2) carry the
pollen in flight from her natal tree to the receptive tree, 3) carry the pollen while moving around inside
the receptive fig, 4) actively distribute pollen on the stigmas of flowers in the receptive fig using her front
legs. At each of these steps there are possible disadvantages for P- wasps indicated and numbered in
Figure S6 at the appropriate places. Di�erent paths leading to di�erent types of P- wasps are labelled
by greek letters in Figure S7 and as subset Greek letters in the text, e.g. P≠

–“

for a wasp that does not
collect pollen (–) and does not do pollination movements (“).

No time spent 
collecting pollen 

 

Time spent 
collecting pollen 

No pollen 
carried in flight 

 

Pollen carried 
in flight 

No pollen 
carried in fig 

 

Pollen carried 
in fig 

No time spent 
pollinating 

Time spent 
pollinating 

P- 

P+ 

Flowering fig 

Time spent 
pollinating α β

γ

δ

ε

Natal fig 

E2 E1 E3 O1 O2 
O3 

Dispersal 

Figure S7. Flowchart depicting the four steps where non-pollinating (P-) wasps may accrue benefits relative to pollen-
carrying (P+) wasps. The di�erent types of possible benefits at each step are labelled in white circles (see explanation in
appendix). The grey shaded area represents steps resulting in a wasp that does not pollinate - each path that leads to this
situation is labelled with a Greek letter. Solid arrows represent non-choice transitions. Dotted arrows represent potential
choices. The path labelled — indicates that the wasp was trying to collect pollen but failed for some reason. Dashed grey
lines represent the limits of the natal and flowering fig respectively.

We here aim to create a comprehensive list of possible scenarios that could incur benefits for P- wasps
relative P+ wasps. We split the potential benefits into two types: E, those that lead to a higher likelihood
for P- wasps to disperse to and encounter a receptive fig (k > 1; benefits E1, E2, and E3), and O, those
that increase P- oviposition in the fig (w > 1; benefits O1 and O3), detailed below.

Within the natal fig Benefit E1: reduced damage by male wasps. P-– wasps (see Figure S7) do not
spend time searching for and collecting pollen within their natal fig. They therefore minimize the
time that they are sharing the fig lumen with male wasps. Males could accidentally damage the
delicate females while searching for or fighting over access to females with which to mate, especially
when aggressive males of parasitic wasp species are present (Murray 1987; Pereira and Prado 2005;
Pereira and Prado 2008; Cook et al. 2015), and/or when male densities are higher due to the sex
ratio shifts that come with higher foundress numbers (Frank 1985; Herre 1985).
Benefit E2: reduced ant predation. P-– wasps could also emerge from the fig ahead of the P+ wasps
as they do not spend time collecting pollen. Because predatory ants often wait by exit holes of figs
(Shatz and Hoessart-McKey 2003; Jandér 2015; Jandér personal observation), and are more likely
to be present the longer a fig has been open, leaving the fig early would decrease the risk of being
captured. Both benefits A1 and A2 would result in a higher likelihood for P+ wasps to successfully
arrive at a receptive tree.

In flight Benefit E3 and O3: saved energy during flight. P-– and P-— wasps do not carry pollen during
their flight and therefore save energy. Although the majority of the wasp dispersal likely is as aerial
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plankton, the final phase when wasps drop out of the airstream and fly upwind to locate a flowering
tree is definitely active (Gislén 1948; Ware and Compton 1994a; Ware and Compton 1994b). With
a lighter load to carry, wasps can fly farther before they die, increasing their chances of reaching
a receptive tree (benefit E1) and/or have larger energy reserves than P+ wasps when they reach a
receptive fig. Wasps in these species are often energy-limited rather than egg-limited (Jandér and
Herre 2010, Jandér unpublished data), so with more energy, P- wasps could lay more eggs before
they die.

In the flowering fig Benefit O2. It is theoretically possible that carrying pollen while walking around
inside the fig and ovipositing is costly. However, the cost is probably negligible, and any di�erences
between P+ and P- wasps would diminish over time as P+ wasps deposit pollen. Therefore this
type of benefit will not be modelled here.
Benefit O3: saving time from not pollinating. P-“ wasps do not do the pollination movements
required to transfer pollen from their pollen pockets to receptive flowers. These pollination move-
ments take time (2-5% of the time inside a receptive fig (Jandér 2003, Jandér unpublished data))
that otherwise could have been used for laying more eggs.

Combinations of benefits are entirely possible, both within benefit types and across them. For example,
a P- wasp might both benefit from avoiding ant predation and by carrying less weight in flight, both of
which may increase the likelihood of reaching a flowering fig (k). The estimated k is then made up of
both types of benefits (at undetermined proportions), requiring a lower contribution from each individual
benefit than if benefits were acting singly. At one extreme, a “maximum cheater” P-–“ wasp would neither
collect pollen nor do pollination movements, and could therefore incur the full set of type E and type O
benefits (Fig. S7). However, wasps that skip only some steps in the pollination chain could also incur
benefits. An“incomplete cheater” P-–” wasp (not collecting pollen but doing pollination movements)
could theoretically get all benefits except the time-savings of not depositing pollen (Fig. S7). Likewise,
a “failed pollinator” P-—” wasp (trying but failing to collect pollen, then doing pollination movements)
could nevertheless benefit from not carrying the pollen weight in flight. The field-collected pollen-free
wasps documented in Jandér and Herre (2010) must be either P-– or P-— (Fig. S7), and therefore must
minimally gain any benefits from not carrying pollen in flight. They may enjoy other benefits in addition.

6.2 General formula for quantifying required advantages

In the cost-benefit model, we considered how large an advantage a P- wasp must have over a P+ wasp in
order for it to compensate for the costs of host discrimination. We considered two potential advantages–
increased rate of encountering a receptive fig (by a factor k, where k = 2 is twice the encounter rate) and
increased rate of oviposition (by a factor w, where w = 2 is twice the oviposition rate).

We begin with the replicator equation, which specifies the rate of change of the proportion of P- wasps
over time, such that

dq

dt
= q(1 ≠ q)(W

p≠ ≠ W
p+). (27)

At equilibrium, this equation is set equal to zero. There are three conditions when this occurs. The
first two are trivial, where P- wasps are either completely absent (q = 0) or comprise the entire wasp
population (q = 1) [this should not be confused with our model simplification where we assume that
P- wasps are very rare (q ¥ 0), but still present in the population]. The third condition–the one that
interests us–occurs when the fitnesses of P+ and P- wasps are set equal to one another, such that neither
has an advantage.

Specifically, we seek solutions for x to the function f≠1[x] = 0, where

f [x] = W
p≠[x] ≠ W

p+[x] = 0, (28)
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x is the value of either encounter rate k or oviposition rate w and the fitness expressions W
p+ and

W
p≠ are evaluated using equations 16 and 17 where q = q

field

or using the simplified equations 18

and 19 where q ¥ 0.

6.3 Calculating required advantage for encounter rate, k

The encounter rate version of equation 28 is

f [k] = kW
p≠ ≠ W

p+[x] = 0, (29)

where k has been factored out of the expression for W
p≠. The required advantage of encounter rate k

is simply the ratio of the fitness of P+ and P- wasps from equations numbers, such that

k = W
p+

W
p≠

. (30)

Note that the value of k determined the relative encounter rate of P+ and P- wasps. Thus, values of
k =2, 20, and 200 mean that P- wasps are a two, twenty, and two hundred times more likely to encounter
a receptive fig than are P+ wasps, respectively. Because W

p≠ and W
p+ are constants when evaluated at

a single value of q (e.g., the empirically determined q
field

), the equation is linear and easy to solve.
This is not the case with oviposition rate.

6.4 Calculating required advantage for oviposition rate, w

While it was straightforward to solve for the required encounter rate k, it is more di�cult to solve for the
required oviposition rate w. This is because the equation

f [w] = W
p+[w] ≠ W

p≠[w] = 0 (31)

is non-linear, with w appearing in the terms for v
i

and b
i

as both an exponent of e and in the weighting
term w/(N + Q(w ≠ 1)) for W

p≠ and 1/(N + Q(w ≠ 1)) for W
p≠.

Fortunately, we can attack this problem indirectly in two ways. First, we consider whether oviposition
rates are su�cient to explain coexistence in our model. Next, we estimate the value of w to an arbitrary
level of precision.

6.5 Why some fig species cannot compensate for sanctions with higher oviposition

rate

In the manuscript, we found that not all fig wasp species can compensate for the fitness lost due to host
sanctions with fitness gains due to accelerated oviposition rate. We can use this simplified model to make
this finding explicit.

We demonstrate that a P- fig wasp cannot compensate for sanctions with any increased oviposition
w by comparing the fitnesses of P+ and P- wasps when w = Œ. If W

p≠ < W
p+ when w = Œ than we

know that increased oviposition rate can never result in balancing selection for the P- trait. We use the
simplified fitness equations from when –= 1 and q is very small because these conditions are i) realized in
multiple fig/fig-wasp mutualisms and ii) the ones that minimize selection against P- wasps. As a result of
the latter point, we know that if fig wasps cannot compensate for sanctions under these conditions, then
they cannot compensate for them under any alternative condition (e.g., when – < 1).

To determine what happens to the fitness of P- wasps when w approach infinity, we evaluate the limit
of equation 13, such that

lim
wæŒW

p≠ = K [1 ≠ p1(1 ≠ „)] . (32)
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In other words, as w approaches infinity, P- wasps have a fitness equal to the carrying capacity in
all figs except those where they are the only foundress, in which case they lose K(1-„) o�spring to
host discrimination. To help make sense of this limit mathematically, review equation 13 and note that
lim

wæŒ K(1 ≠ e≠r(N+w≠1)/K) = K and that lim
wæŒ w/(N + w ≠ 1) = 1 whenever N , r and K >0 (e.g.,

there is at least 1 fig wasp in a fig, fig wasps oviposit o�spring and figs can accommodate these o�spring).
By contrast, using equation 18 for P+ fitness, we can see that w does not appear anywhere in the

function. Thus, our expression for f [w] is equal to

lim
wæŒf [w] = K [1 ≠ p1(1 ≠ „)] ≠ K

Nmaxÿ

N=1

p
N

N

Ë
1 ≠ e≠ rN

K

È
. (33)

In order for a solution for w to exist, this expression must be > 0. Rearranging this expression, we
can see that in order for this to be true

(1 ≠ „̂) <
1 ≠

q
Nmax
N=1

pN
N

Ë
1 ≠ e≠ rN

K

È

p1
, (34)

where (1 ≠ „̂) is the critical level of discrimination. In other words, if (1 ≠ „) exceeds this threshold,
then it is not possible for P- wasps to compensate for host discrimination with increased oviposition rate.

In the following table, we compare the limit on host discrimination vs. actual host discrimination.

critical discrimination actual discrimination lim
wæŒ f [w]

(1 ≠ „̂) (1 ≠ „) > 0
F. citrifolia 0.72 0.99 No
F. nymphaeifolia 2.44 0.84 Yes
F. obtusifolia 0.34 0.56 No
F. popenoei 11.5462 0.3274 Yes

The actual discrimination of F. citrifolia and F. obtusifolia exceeds the critical level, such that there
is no solution to f≠1[w] = 0. By contrast, there are solutions for F. nymphaeifolia and F. popenoei. Next
we will demonstrate how these solutions can be approximated numerically to a very high precision.

6.6 Estimating required advantage of oviposition rate, w

We have now established the following: i) the wasps of two of four of our investigated fig species cannot
compensate for host discrimination with increased oviposition rate and ii) we cannot produce an analytical
solution for oviposition rate for the wasps of the remaining two fig species.

Fortunately, we can estimate the required oviposition rates to any arbitrary degree of accuracy. To
illustrate, we will show how this can be done using a numerical technique called Newton’s method. This
states that to solve for w in a function f≠1[w] = 0, we can estimate the value of w using by iterating the
recursive function

w
n+1 = w

n

≠ f [w
n

]
f Õ[w

n

] , (35)

where f Õ[w
n

] is the derivative of the function f [w = w
n

]. In other words, this function allows us to
obtain every-closer approximations of the solution w by beginning with an approximation (or guess) and
then substituting w

n+1 for w
n

.
To demonstrate how this is accomplished, we will once again use the simplified example where q ¥ 0

and – ¥ 1. We expand out the function f[w] using equations 18 and 19, factor out the carrying capacity
K, assume that encounter rates are equal (k = 1), such that
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f [w] = ≠p1(1 ≠ „)
Ë
1 ≠ e≠ rw

K

È
+

Nmaxÿ

N=1

wp
N

N + w ≠ 1

5
1 ≠ e≠ r(N+w≠1)

K

6
≠

Nmaxÿ

N=1

p
N

N

Ë
1 ≠ e≠ rN

K

È
. (36)

Next we take the derivative of equation 36, which is

f Õ[w] =
3

r

k

4
p1(1 ≠ „)e

≠rw
K +

Nmaxÿ

N=1
p

N

Y
__]

__[

1 ≠ e
≠r(N+w≠1)

K

N + w ≠ 1 ≠
w

5
1 ≠ e

≠r(w+n≠1)
K

6

(N + w ≠ 1)2 + rwe
≠r(w+n≠1)

K

K(N + w ≠ 1)

Z
__̂

__\
(37)

and plug these into equation 35. We begin our estimate at w
n

= 1, which must be an underestimate
given that it means that P- wasps have no advantages over P+ wasps but still face sanctions (alternatively,
we could guess our answer to k from equation 30, which is also an underestimate but less so). Doing
this for F. nymphaeifolia and reiterating the function 5 times gives an answer of w =1.96554. Plugging
this back into the function f [w =1.96554] gives an answer of < 3 out of 50 million (very near to zero).
Reiterating the function more times gives a greater level of accuracy.

In the manuscript we use the same method using the full, unsimplified fitness equations 16 and 17

to get estimates for w for F. nymphaeifolia and F. popenoei.

7 Genetic Drift

7.1 Genetic drift in large populations with balancing selection and low equilibrium

frequencies

Our models for mutation-selection balance and the costs vs. benefits of withholding symbiotic services
are both deterministic in the sense that they ignore genetic drift. These models assume that selection is
su�cient to sustain the observed frequencies of P- wasps, either in direct opposition to random mutations
(mutation-selection balance) or via a balanced polymorphism. Here, we relax this assumption and incor-
porate drift into our models. Although drift is generally thought to be unimportant in large populations
(including fig wasps e.g., (Weiblen 2002 p 319) this is not necessarily a safe assumption given the param-
eters of our model. For example, the e�cacy of natural selection for sustaining balanced polymorphisms
has been shown to be weak when the equilibrium frequency of one of the alleles falls below 20 percent
(Robertson 1962; Connallon and Clark 2012); this is true for all the fig wasp populations we studied. In
addition, balancing selection around polymorphisms is weak in the immediate vicinity of the equilibrium
value (where selection by definition is equal to zero). These limitations on the power of selection have the
potential to lead to large deviations from the expectations of deterministic models.

7.2 Calculating e�ective population size

"Although inbreeding reduces genetic variation among wasps within a fig, the abundance of figs in a
population ought to minimize the e�ect of drift." (Weiblen 2002 p 319). Wasp populations are very large,
even if we only take breeding individuals into account. First we calculated the number of breeding female
wasp individuals at any one time in the population of trees. We used the estimates of Nason et al.
(1996, 1998) of the number of trees in a breeding population at BCNM. Each tree typically produces 1-2
crops of fruit per year (Nason 1996), and each crop takes about a month to mature (KCJ unpublished
data). This means that each individual tree is home for reproducing wasps about 1/12 of the time
(conservatively counting only 1 crop per year). The total number of trees in the breeding population is
therefore multiplied by 1/12 to get the number of trees that actively host part of the wasp population.
Each tree, when fruiting, produces on the order of 3000-10000 figs, quantified for BCNM by Korine et
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al (2000). Inside each fig, there are typically 1-5 foundresses (female wasps that entered a flowering fig)
that presumably all laid eggs; the actual number of foundresses varies across species (see table S2). The
number of reproducing female wasps (foundresses) in the population, N

fd

, can therefore be estimated as:
the number of trees/12 x the number of figs on a fruiting tree x the number of foundresses is a fig (Table
S5). The proportion of wasps associated with F. obtusifolia and F. popenoei that belong to each of the
cryptic species are known from (Molbo et al. 2003), and used to correct N

fd

. We will use N
fd

as an
approximation for the e�ective population size, N

e

.
In approximating N

e

with N
fd

we have ignored three things: the number of breeding males, that
fig wasps are haplodiploid, and the subdivided populations. Below we examine how each of these might
change the estimate of N

e

.
1. Number of breeding males. We conservatively ignored the number of males when calculating

e�ective population size. This is because when there is a single foundress in the fig, her sons, that are
haploid versions of her genome, will mate with her daughters, so the males in this case will not contribute
new genetic material. When there are multiple foundresses in a fig, each foundress (through her sons)
contributes new material, but that diversity is captured by counting the number of foundresses as the
breeding units. It therefore seems reasonable to approximate N

e

with the number of actively reproducing
foundresses N

fd

.
2. Haplodiploid species. E�ective population size for haplodiploid species can, assuming random

mating and equal number of males and females (which is admittedly not quite appropriate for fig wasps),
be derived using the formula in Caballero (1994, p 667)

N
e

= 9N

4 + 4S2
mf

+ 2S2
k

(38)

S2
mf

is the variance in the number of female o�spring produced by male parents, and S2
k

the variance
in the number of o�spring produced by female parents. As the variance increases, N

e

decreases. We do
not know the actual variance for the overall population of fig wasps, but can play with di�erent values.
We can assume that on average each foundress contributes one female o�spring to the next generation
(to replace herself). The minimum she could contribute is 0. The maximum she could contribute is
her maximum number of o�spring (ranging from 163 to 335 o�spring for a single foundress (table S1),
but a proportion of these would be male); having that many successfully reproducing o�spring would be
unlikely given that adult female wasps live max 2 days, and fly on average 10km to find a receptive tree
in which to lay their eggs. For a poisson distribution of family size, which seems a reasonable although
not perfectly fitting assumption, S2

mf

= 1, S2
k

= 2, and N
e

= 3N/4 (Caballero 1994). Even if variances
were as high as 10, N

e

= 0.14N . Therefore approximating N
e

with N
fd

seems reasonable.
3. Nonrandom mating with population subdivision. Whenever a fig wasp foundress is the sole

foundress in her fig, her sons will mate with her daughters. This situation is fairly common in some
species (eg. F. obtusifolia 70% of foundresses), and rare in others (eg. F. popenoei 7% of foundresses)
(Table S2). In his review of e�ective population size, Caballero (1994, p. 673) wrote: “If the population is
subdivided permanently in groups (independent sublines with completely di�erent pedigrees, for example
full-sib lines), genetic drift and heterozygosity will follow di�erent fates, because F

IT

will rise towards
unity whereas F

ST

will not. In other words, the lines will become homozygous but genetic drift will
be minimized as di�erent alleles will be fixed in the di�erent groups. If population subdivision is not
complete then heterozygosity and drift will have the same final rate but the decline in heterozygosity will
precede the drift, and the greater the degree of subdivision, the lower the final rate (or the larger the
e�ective size). This can be seen as follows . . . N

e

¥ 2N/(1 ≠ F
IS

)." Using the F
IS

values for each of these
species (Mathematica Appendix section 2.1.5), we reach an N

e

that is 2-16 times N . Using the number
of active foundresses as an approximation for N

e

is therefore conservative.
Therefore, while increased variance in reproductive output would lower N

e

, nonrandom mating with
population subdivision would increase it. In both cases, we think that using N

fd

as an approximation
for N

e

is reasonable, but in our models we also include values of N
e

that are up to 10 times smaller than
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those originally calculated to see if it makes a di�erence.

Table S5. Field collected data used to estimate the e�ective population sizes of the fig wasp populations studied here.
Trees = the minimum estimated number of tree individuals in a population (Nason et al. 1996, Nason et al. 1998); Fruits =
the number of fig fruits per tree (Korine et al. 2000); Foundress number = The average number of female wasps that enter
and lay eggs in a fig fruit (Table S2); Cryptic prop. = The proportion of wasps that belong to each of the two cryptic species
within each host (Molbo et al. 2003); Total reproducing females = the resulting estimated number of reproducing female
wasp individuals in a population.

Fig species Trees Fruits Foundress number cryptic prop. Total reproducing females
F. citrifolia 430 9665 1.4 4.85E+05
F. nymphaeifolia 287 3689 2.15 1.90E+05
F. obtusifolia A 762 9888 1.32 0.746 6.18E+05
F. obtusifolia B 762 9888 1.32 0.254 2.11E+05
F. popenoei A 393 8740 3.85 0.109 1.20E+05
F. popenoei B 393 8740 3.85 0.891 9.82E+05

7.3 Deterministic model with haplodiploidy, selection only on females, and inbreed-

ing

In the original cost-benefit model we did not account explicitly for inbreeding, selection only on females,
or haplodiploidy–instead we focused on the fitness di�erences on individual P+ and P- wasps. We were
able to do this because, regardless of the mode of inheritance or the sex-specific selection, the game-theory
model captures the frequency-dependent selection against P- wasps. Thus, in order to find the required
benefits to result in an equilibrium proportion equal to the empirical q

field

, we were able to use the simpler
model to find out under what conditions selection against P- wasps is equal to zero at q

field

.
By contrast, when correcting for a finite population size, we need to correct for inbreeding, selection

only on females, or haplodiploidy, all of which e�ect the frequency (and, hence, the number) of "a" alleles,
which we designate with p as in the mutation/selection balance model. Let pÕ be the frequency of the "a"
allele at t + 1, such that

pÕ =
31

3

4
pW

a

W̄
m

+
32

3

4 A
p

Aa

W
Aa

W̄
f

+ p
aa

W
aa

W̄
f

B

(39)

where p
Aa

= p(1 ≠ p)(1 ≠ F ) and p
aa

= p2 + Fp(1 ≠ p). This expression simply takes the weighted
sum of the fitnesses of males (with mean W̄

m

) and females (with mean W̄
f

) over all possible genotypes.
The coe�cients 1/3 and 2/3 correct for the di�erences in the ploidy between males and females.

Next, we define the mean fitness of females W̄
f

as the weighted fitness of all possible diploid genotypes,
such that

W̄
f

=
Ó

(1 ≠ p)2 + Fp(1 ≠ p)
Ô

W
AA

+ {2p(1 ≠ p)(1 ≠ F )} W
Aa

+
Ó

p2 + Fp(1 ≠ p)
Ô

W
aa

(40)

We simplify the right hand side of the equation by assuming there is no selection against males, in
which case (1/3)pW

a

/W̄
m

= p/3. For the left hand side of the equation, we express fitness relative to
W

AA

, in which case W
AA

= W
Aa

= 1 and W
aa

= 1 ≠ s[p], where s[p] is the selection coe�cient as a
function of allele frequency p. This allows us to simplify the above expression to

W̄
f

= 1 + s[p] {F (p ≠ 1) ≠ p} p (41)
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Substituting this into the expression for pÕ and simplifying we get

pÕ = 1
3

I

p + 2
3

1 + p ≠ 1
1 + s[p] (F (p ≠ 1) ≠ p) p

4 J

(42)

7.4 Linear approximations of the selection gradient, s[p]

For both simulations and di�usion approximations it is convenient to approximate the selection around
the equilibrium values of p with a straight line. This generates a more tractable function for simulations
and integrals that captures the strength of selection around the equilibrium. To approximate the linear
selection, we calculate the full function s[p] with the appropriate values of encounter rate (k) and ovipo-
sition rate (w) that result in balancing selection around some equilibrium value of p, designated here as
p̂.

We will begin with our equation for s[q], which is selection as a function of the proportion of P- wasps
in the population. To do this, we need to relate q to p, the frequency of the "a" allele in the population.
We did in the previously in the mutation-selection balance section. To reiterate,

q = p2 + p(1 ≠ p)F (43)

and thus the function s[p] can be derived by substituting this expression for q

s[p] = s[q]|
q=p

2+p(1≠p)F (44)

Where the equilibrium frequency of the "a" allele, p̂, can be found using the quadratic solution

p̂ = ≠F +


F 2 + 4(1 ≠ F )q̂
2(1 ≠ F ) (45)

Finally, to specify balancing selection, let k (for the encounter rate) equal to the rate required for
selection to equal zero when p = p̂ (which is the same rate, k̂ described in the manuscript where s[q̂]|k =
k̂ = 0). This will result in a function that is negative when p < p̂ and positive when p > p̂. Recall that
if this seems wrong that the fitness of P- wasps is taken as the di�erence of 1 and s (W

aa

= 1 ≠ s), such
that when s is negative P- wasps have higher fitness than P+ wasps and when s is positive they have
lower fitness.

Let ls[p] be that linear approximation, such that m is the slope (positive) and b is the y-intercept
(negative)

ls[p] = mp + b = sÕ[p̂]p + sÕ[p̂]p̂ (46)

The table below includes the values for m and b for each fig wasp sepcies. The magnitude of the
b = sÕ[p̂]p̂ gives the strength of selection (per unit e�ective population) for the P- allele when it is very
rare. Note that it is highest for F. popenoei.

Host sp. k m = sÕ[p̂] b = sÕ[p̂]p̂
F. citrifolia 3.17 0.46 1.87 ◊ 10≠3

F. nymphaeifolia 1.49 0.11 1.07 ◊ 10≠3

F. obtusifolia A 1.96 0.08 8.82 ◊ 10≠4

F. obtusifolia B 1.96 0.08 8.82 ◊ 10≠4

F. popenoei A 1.04 0.04 4.73 ◊ 10≠3

F. popenoei B 1.04 0.04 6.02 ◊ 10≠3
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With linear approximations of the selection gradient we are ready to simulate our population dynamics
with finite population sizes and to derive stationary distributions.

7.5 Stochastic Wright-Fisher model of allele frequency change

The Wright-Fisher model of allele frequency change considers how selection and mutation together with
random population subsampling (genetic drift) contribute to the allele dynamics. The introduction of
subsampling of a larger census population (down to the size of the e�ective population) can result in
di�erent dynamics than those predicted from a deterministic model. For example, in the simplest deter-
ministic genetic model, two alleles that have equivalent e�ects on fitness can coexist indefinitely; if we
introduce drift, one or the other alleles will go to fixation over long periods of time.

Unlike in the deterministic model, in the stochastic model populations have a finite size and the
frequency of the "a" allele after selection is determined by drawing a random sample (of size N) from a
binomial distribution with success probability pÕ. We write the probability of going from i copies of the
"a" allele at time t to j copies of the "a" allele at time t + 1

p
ji

= P (p(t + 1) = j|p(t) = i) =
A

N
j

B

(pÕ)j(1 ≠ pÕ)N≠j (47)

where N = (3/2)N
e

for haplodiploids.
Note that this is a Markov-Chain process, meaning that the probability pji is e�ected only by the

populations current state (at time t), and not any previous states.
In order to simulate balancing selection on the "a" allele su�cient to bring it to its equilibrium frequency

in the determinstic model, we substitute the linear approximation for s[p] with each species’ having the
required encounter rate (k) to result in balancing selection around q

field

.

7.6 Wright-Fisher Results

In Figure 4 in the main manuscript, we ran 100 simulations for 100,000 generations for each fig wasp
species. The step-by-step details of how to iterate a Markov chain are included in the companion Math-
ematica Appendix. In the main manuscript we included the simulations to illustrate the tendency of
populations to either bounce back and forth between the equilibrium of the deterministic model and then
back to down to a single "a" allele (population collapse) vs. the unique dynamics in both cryptic fig wasps
of F. popenoei, which rise to equilibrium and then stay within a close approximation of that equilibrium
without collapse.

This di�erence highlights the utility of balancing selection in F. popenoei vs. the other species. For
additional insights into the behavior of our simulations, we also calculated the amount of time it took
each of the 100 populations to rise from a single "a" allele to their equilibrium in the deterministic model.
We plot these as cumulative distributions in Fig. S8.

All 100 ◊ 6 simulations reached equilibrium within the 100,000 generations of the simulation except
4, all of which occurred in F. nymphaeifolia. The median time to equilibrium in generations for each
species (from fastest to slowest): 8,701 (F. popenoei A); 11,517 (F. nymphaeifolia); 18,810 (F. popenoei
B); 19,765 (F. obtusifolia A); 19,765 (F. obtusifolia B); and 26,656 (F.nymphaeifolia).

7.6.1 General equation for stationary distribution of di�usion model haplodiploid

Di�usion approximations of the Wright-Fisher model are useful when populations are large, such that
there are many possible states. The stationary distribution tells us the likelihood that a population under
balancing selection will occur in a given state over long periods of time. We use it here in addition to
simulations.
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Figure S8. The cumulative probability that a population has reached its deterministic equilibrium for 100 simulations over
100,000 generations of each pollinating wasp species.

We use the general recipe for generating a di�usion approximation outlined in Chapter 15 of Troy
and Day (2007). In addition, we relied on Conallon and Clark (2012) for a description of how to apply
di�usion approximations to halplodiploid populations. The latter study considered X-linked inheritance
of genes under antagonistic sexual selection–this is analogous to haplodiploidy as males have one copy of
the X chromosome (haploid) while females have two copies (diploid).

The equation for the stationary distribution of the di�usion equation is

fi[p] =
eA[p]

1
c1

s
e≠A[p]dx + c2

2

‡2[p] (48)

where the function

A[p] =
⁄

2µ[p]/‡2[p]. (49)

In the expression A[p], the drift coe�cient µ[p] is equal to the di�erence equation from the deterministic
model, �p, which equals the di�erence p’-p, such that

µ[p] = �p = pÕ ≠ p = 1
3

I

p + 2
A

1 + p ≠ 1
1 + s[p] (F (p ≠ 1) ≠ p) p

BJ

≠ p (50)

and the variance in allele frequency for haplodiploids is (Connallon and Clark 2012)

‡2[p] = p(1 ≠ p)
3N

e

/2 (51)
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We use the linear approximations of the selection gradient from the previous section, such that s[p] =
mp + b, where m is the (positive) slope of the frequency dependent selection and b is the (negative)
y-intercept of selection.

Using the general form of s[p], we can solve for A[p], such that

A[p] = 3N
e

⁄ (F (p ≠ 1) ≠ p)(b + mp)
1 + (F (p ≠ 1) ≠ p)p(b + mp)dp (52)

The constants c1 and c2 in the stationary distribution equation are set such that
s 1

q=0 fi[q]=1. For the
Wright distribution, we set c1=0, which gives us

fi[p] = c2eA[p]

p(1 ≠ p) (53)

To normalize this distribution such that the area under the curve equals 1 over the interval from q = 0
and q = 1, we solve for c2, such that

c2 = 1/

3⁄
q=1

p=0
eA[p]dp) (54)

using numerical integration in Mathematica.
In the absence of parameters specifying forward and reverse mutation our Wright Fisher model has

two absorbing states (at q = 0 and q = 1), meaning that if drift causes the allele frequencies for A or
a to fix then the populations are stuck. The existence of absorbing states means that over long enough
periods of time (e.g., the long-term behavior the stationary distribution predicts) all populations end up
absorbed. Mathematically, this means that the denominator for c2 is not integratable over the full range
of q which includes the absorbing states.

However, it is possible to normalize the distribution with respect to all conditions where a polymor-
phism exists. For this, we set

c2 = 1/

A⁄ 1≠(1/N)

p=1/N

eA[p]dp), (55)

where N =3N
e

/2. For our purposes, this is the distribution we are interested in–the one that tells
us, given that a polymorphism exists, what is the probability of P- frequencies around the expected
equilibrium.

7.6.2 Stationary Distributions with di�erent population size estimates

Stationary distributions give us another tool to evaluate the e�cacy of balancing selection–they show
how likely a population is to occur relative to its deterministic equilibrium. If the probability density
peaks sharply near the deterministic equilibrium, then we know that balancing selection is e�cient at
keeping the population near to that equilibrium (it also helps justify the simplifying assumption that
populations are infinite). By solving for stationary distributions at di�erent fractions of our estimated
e�ective population size, we can determine how sensitive our conclusions are to errors in our population
size estimates. Again–if the probability density peaks sharply at the deterministic equilibrium even at
fractions of the estimated e�ective population size, then we can bolster our confidence in the e�cacy of
balancing selection.

We began by evaluating the stationary distribution using our estimates of e�ective population size
and then reduced estimates equal to 1/2, 1/4, and 1/10 the original value (Figure S9). Beginning at our
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Figure S9. Stationary probability distributions for each pollinating fig wasp species. The deterministic equilibrium is
indicated with a gray vertical line. Distributions are included here for our estimates of e�ective population size (Ne) as well
as reduced-estimates of 1/2, 1/4, and 1/10 Ne. Note that the distributions peak around the deterministic equilibrium for
with di�erent population size estimates of F. popenoei A and B.

original estimate, it is clear that for the wasps of F. popenoei populations are expected to occur near to
the deterministic equilibrium. This is also true to a lesser degree for the more abundant wasp pollinator of
F. obtusifolia (A) and for F. citrifolia. By contrast, distribution around equilibrium for F. nymphaeifolia
has no peak around the deterministic equilibrium, rising instead to a steep left shoulder that corresponds
to prolonged periods of having only a single "a" allele in the population.

A common pattern emerges when we compare how the distributions change when we reduce our
estimate of the e�ective population size. For example, looking at the distributions for F. obtusifolia
(A), the peak is near the deterministic equilibrium at the original population size, then broadens and
develops a left shoulder as the size is reduced (at 1/2 and 1/4 Ne), until finally the distribution is taken
over entirely by the left shoulder (at 1/4 and 1/10 Ne). In terms of wasp populations, this means that
balancing selection would be e�ective at keeping populations near to the deterministic equilibrium at our
original estimate, but not at the reduced estimates where populations would face the repeated collapses
characteristic of the wasps of F. nymphaeifolia.

If we compare the distributions of F. popenoei (A), we can see that as the population size decreases,
so to does the mode of the distribution with respect to the determinstic equilibrium. In other words,
populations would be found at the deterministic equilibrium with less frequency. Only the (much larger)
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populations of F. popenoei (B) are robust to this reduction in population size, exhibiting relatively narrow
unimodal distributions even at populations 1/4 and 1/10 the original estimate.

There are two factors at play here that di�erentiate our wasp species. The first is the size of the
e�ective populations (in our original estimate). Larger populations conform more to the deterministic
equilibrium than do smaller ones. For example, the N

e

for the wasp of F. nymphaeifolia is 189,691,
compared to 981,886 for F. popeneoi (B).

The second factor is the equilibrium frequency of the "a" allele, which is a function of proportion
of P- wasps in the population (which were used to infer a determinstic equilibrium) and the inbreeding
coe�cient (lower F means it takes a higher frequency of "a" alleles to reach the determinstic equilibrium).
For example, for F. popeneoi (B), the equilibrium proportion of P- wasps is high (at 5 %) and inbreeding
is the lowest of the six wasp species (F=0.169). This makes for an equilibrium frequency of the "a"
allele equal to 16 %, the highest of any of the wasp species. By contrast, only 0.3 % of the wasp of
F. nymphaeifolia are P-. While these wasps also have a relatively low inbreeding, they have the second
lowest equilibrium frequency of the "a" allele (at ¥ 1%).

Increasing the population size of F. nymphaeifolia (and any of the other species) is su�cient to
increase the e�cacy of balancing selection, such that it would be su�cient to prevent the collapse of the
population just as with F. popeneoi (B). However, even if populations are much larger than the current
estimates, such that balancing selection would be e�cient at keeping populations near their deterministic
equilibrium, we would continue to conclude that the P- wasps of all host species save F. popeneoi require
unrealistically high advantages in order for balancing selection to get the job done.

8 Final Conclusions

This concludes the appendix. Using the step-by-step instructions here, in conjunction with the annotated
mathematica code in the companion appendix, the reader should have the ability to recreate our model
and figures.
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1 Guide to Appendix

This appendix provides all of the code used to fit parameters and run our theoretical model. The coding
platform is Mathematica version 8.0.4. For simplicity, we will specify functions with the variable sp that
is a number corresponding to 1 of the four fig tree species in the table below.

Host species sp color
F. citrifolia 1 orange
F. nymphaeifolia 2 red
F. obtusifolia 3 green
F. popenoei 4 blue

Throughout this appendix, we will refer to variables in mathematica code in blue text and related
them either in-text or in sub-headings to the corresponding variables in the manuscript. In some cases the
names of variables are di�erent in the Mathematica code and the manuscript. For example, the increased
encounter rate k in the manuscript is enc in the code, while the greek characters – and „ are replaced
with alpha and phi).

We have provided code that recreates the plots in our manuscript and appendix. However, we do not
necessarily include all code related to labelling, annotating with text, or other aesthetics, as these are the
result of tinkering and somewhat arbitrary decisions.

In[1]:= namesp = {"F. citrifolia", "F. nymphaeifolia", "F.obtusifolia",
"F. popenoei"}

When we use functions that generate plots for di�erent species, we use the vector Colsp to return the
appropriate color lines, where

In[2]:= Colsp = {Orange, Red, Green, Blue}

which is the same as in the manuscript and appendix.

2 Mathematica Code

2.1 Entering Parameters

2.1.1 Total wasp o�spring vs. foundress number, O�Spring[[sp]]

First we enter a matrix of the total o�spring that emerge from figs with di�erent numbers of foundresses
(from N=1 to 5) (Herre1988; 1989). We will use this data to fit a logistic growth model (Section 2)

In[3]:= OffSpring = {{163.3, 199.9, 200, 200, 200}, {247.2, 315.9, 353.6, 365,
365}, {335, 357.6, 360, 360, 360}, {174.4, 280.7, 363.8, 410,

440}};

This matrix has the form O�Spring[sp,n], where sp is the species number in the table above and n is
the number of foundresses.

2.1.2 Relative fitness of P- to P+ wasps introduced to di�erent figs, „=phi

Next, we enter the values for „=phi from each species (Jander and Herre 2010):

In[4]:= phi={.00139,.1635,.4377,.6726}
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2.1.3 Probability of species sp entering a fig with N=n foundresses, pN =pn[[sp,n

We specific that matrix matrix pn[[sp,n]] gives the probability for a wasp of species sp of entering a fig
with n other foundresses (Jander and Herre 2010). Data is available for the probability of entering a fig
with up to 22 foundresses.

In[5]:= pn = {{.522, .304, .099, .049, .013, .005, .006, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0}, {.243, .246, .229, .205, .047, .017, .003, .009, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,

0}, {.707, .123, .056, .025, .017, .014, .005, .004, .036, .011, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,

0, .012}, {.069, .155, .205, .156, .109, .088, .057, .031, .034, \
.015, .015, .021, .011, .007, .003, .0029, .0082, .0019,
0, .004, .0038, .0023}};

For example, to get a vector of the proportion of foundresses that do not share a fig with any other
individual, we enter

In[6]:= pn[[Range[4], 1]]

Out[6]= {0.522, 0.243, 0.707, 0.069}

2.1.4 The proportion of P- wasps in the field qf ield for species sp, qfield[[sp]]

The proportion of P- wasps observed in the field is qfield=qfield, such that:

In[7]:= qfield = {.002506, .003148, .009811, .050237}

The 95% Confidence Intervals (CI) obtained for qfield are in the object CI[[sp,i]], where CI[[sp,1]] is
the lower bound of the CI, CI[[sp,2]] is the estimate for qfield, and CI[[sp,3]] is the upper bound.

In[8]:= CI = {{.000835, .002494, .0045}, {0, .00313, .005356 }, {.007389, \
.009828, .011921}, {.034541, .050346, .068473}}

2.1.5 The inbreeding coe�cients of P- wasps based on estimate i, Fsp[[sp,i]]

The inbreeding coe�cient parameters come from two sources: i) direct molecular estimates for the two
cryptic wasp species each of F. obtusifolia and F. popenoei (Molbo) and ii) estimates based on e�ective
population size within a fig based on the harmonic mean of foundress distributions taken from two sources.
The data has been entered into the table below, along with a code designation of Fsp[[sp,i]]:

Host species Fsp[[sp,i]] source citation
F. citrifolia Fsp[[1,1]] FH1=0.521 Herre (1989)
F. citrifolia Fsp[[1,2]] FH2=0.708 Current Study
F. nymphaeifolia Fsp[[2,1]] FH1=0.300 Herre (1989)
F. nymphaeifolia Fsp[[2,2]] FH2=0.317 Current Study
F. obtusifolia Fsp[[3,1]] FA=0.848 Molbo et al. (2004)
F. obtusifolia Fsp[[3,2]] FB=0.877 Molbo et al. (2004)
F. popenoei Fsp[[4,1]] FA=0.404 Molbo et al. (2004)
F. popenoei Fsp[[4,2]] FB=0.169 Molbo et al. (2004)

To enter all of this data into mathematica, we specify that
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In[9]:= Fsp = {{.521, .708}, {.300, .317}, {.848, .877}, {.404, .169}}

This concludes the parameter input. The remaining code either derives parameters from this data or
else introduces new functions required to run our model.

2.2 Fitting Logistic Growth (n(t = 1)=fn) to get parameters r=rsp, and K=ksp

First we enter a matrix of the total o�spring that emerge from figs with di�erent numbers of foundresses
(from N=1 to 5) (Herre1988; 1989). We will use this data to fit a logistic growth model (Section 2)

We specify an equation for logistic growth where n[t = 1], such that

In[10]:= fn[k_, r_, n_] := k (1 - Exp[-r n/k]);

Now we want to fit the function fn[k,r,n] to the data in O�Spring[sp,N]. We use the FindFit function
in mathematica to determine the oviposition rate (r) and carrying capacity (k) of individual figs. We use
the Table function to create a vector of carrying capacities ksp.

In[11]:= ksp = Table[
k /. FindFit[OffSpring[[sp]], fn[k, r, n], {k, r}, n], {sp, 1, 4}]

Out[11]= {201.614, 366.645, 359.882, 503.279}

We do the same operation to create a vector of oviposition rates rsp.

In[12]:= rsp = Table[
r /. FindFit[OffSpring[[sp]], fn[k, r, n], {k, r}, n], {sp, 1, 4}]

Out[12]= {343.988, 396.499, 960.414, 210.942}

Now we want to determine how good of a fit we have with our logistic growth model and the empirical
data. We generate a vector FitFn, which is the fit between the function fn[ksp[[sp]], rsp[[sp]], n] and
O�Spring[sp,n]:

In[13]:= FitFn = Table[
LinearModelFit[OffSpring[[sp]], fn[ksp[[sp]], rsp[[sp]], n], n,
IncludeConstantBasis -> False], {sp, 1, 4}];

This will generate a full ANOVA table for each FitFn.

In[14]:= Table[FitFn[[sp]]["ANOVATable"], {sp, 1, 4}]

To extract just the Adjusted R-squared values, we use this code:

In[15]:= Table[FitFn[[sp]]["AdjustedRSquared"], {sp, 1, 4}]

Out[15]= {0.999787, 0.999752, 0.999999, 0.999908}

Finally, to visualize the results we use the function logplot[sp], which plots the empirical results vs.
the best fit line.

In[16]:= logplot[sp_] :=
Show[Plot[fn[ksp[[sp]], rsp[[sp]], n], {n, 1, 5},

PlotLabel -> namesp[[sp]], AxesLabel -> {"N", "n"},
PlotStyle -> Colsp[[sp]], PlotRange -> All],

ListPlot[OffSpring[[sp]]]]
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To recreate Figure S3

In[17]:= FS3 = Table[logplot[sp], {sp, 1, 4}]

3 Fitness Equations

3.1 Intercept and Preferential Allocation in General Model

In our model, wasp fitness is the sum of an intercept value (vN ) and the extra amount of o�spring a
foundress gets as a result of preferential allocation (bN ). This can be inserted into mathematica as:

In[18]:= b[Q_, n_, alpha_, bx_] := alpha bx (n - Q)/(Q (1 - 2 alpha) + n alpha);

where bx = bN , or the maximum amount of preferential allocation given that all foundresses provide
the symbiotic service.

To visualize how preferential allocation (y-axis) changes with the fraction of non-cooperators in a
module Q/N (x-axis) and the value of alpha use the following code.

First, to plot a line along the x-axis (Q/N, 0,1 ), use the following function

In[19]:= bline[alpha_] :=
Plot[b[Q, 1, alpha, 1], {Q, 0, 1}, PlotRange -> All,
PlotStyle -> Black, BaseStyle -> FontSize -> 18,
AxesLabel -> {"Q/N", "b"},
PlotLabel ->
Row[{"alpha=", alpha,

If[alpha == 0.5, "(linear)",
If[alpha < 0.5, " (accelerating)",
If[alpha > 0.5, " (saturating)"]]] }]]

In the previous code, we let bx=1, such that the y-axis gives the proportion of bx the constituents of
di�erent modules receive.

In Figure S2, we plotted 5 points along this line, which correspond to the five di�erent possibilities
when N=4 (e.g., Q=0,1,2,3, and 4). Further, when Q/N= 2/4 = 0.5 then b[0.5,1,alpha,1]=alpha. Thus,
we demonstrate this graphically with the following code.

In[20]:= alphaplot[alpha_] :=
Show[ListPlot[{{0.5, 0} , {0.5, b[0.5, 1, alpha, 1]}, {0,

b[0.5, 1, alpha, 1] } }, Joined -> True,
PlotStyle -> {Gray, Dashing[.01]}],

ListPlot[ Table[{x, b[x, 1, alpha, 1]}, {x, 0, 1, .25}],
PlotMarkers -> {\[FilledCircle], 20}, PlotStyle -> Black]]

Now we combine these elements together using the Manipulate function, which allows us to manually
adjust the value of alpha from nearly 0 to nearly 1.

In[21]:= Manipulate[
Show[bline[alpha], alphaplot[alpha]], {alpha, 0.0001, .9999}]

Note that when alpha=1 and alpha=0, the function b[Q,n,alpha,bx] breaks down. Thus, we evaluate
alpha up to the arbitrarily high 0.9999.
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3.2 Inserting Parameterized Intercept and Preferential Allocation into Mathematica

There are two intercept values, designated in the manuscript and the mathematical appendix as vN+ and
vN≠ for P+ and P- wasps, respectively. For vN+ we write code for vpp[sp,n,Q,w], such that

In[22]:= vpp[sp_, n_, Q_, w_] :=
phi[[sp]] ksp[[sp]] (1 - Exp[-rsp[[sp]] (n + Q (w - 1))/ksp[[sp]]])/(n+Q(w-1))

Because vN≠ = wvN+, we can write the corresponding intercept function for P- wasps as vpm[sp,n,Q,w]
such that:

In[23]:= vpm[sp_, n_, Q_, w_] := w vpp[sp, n, Q, w]

We write similar code for bN+ and bN≠, such that bpp[sp,n,Q,w] is bN+ and bpm[sp,n,Q,w] is bN≠,
where bN≠ = wbN+, such that

In[24]:= bpp[sp_, n_, Q_,
w_] := ((1 - phi[[sp]]) ksp[[
sp]] (1 - Exp[-((rsp[[sp]] (n + Q (w - 1)))/ksp[[sp]])]))/(

n + Q (w - 1))

and

In[25]:= bpm[sp_, n_, Q_,
w_] := w bpp[sp,n,Q,w]

3.3 Binomial probability function, f[Q,n,q]

The probability of a fig containing n total wasps has Q P- wasps given that P- wasps comprise q proportion
of the population is given by the binomial probability function f[Q,n,q]:

In[26]:= f[Q_, n_, q_] := ((q^Q) (1 - q)^(n - Q)) (n!/(Q! (n - Q)!))

3.4 Fitness Equations: Wp+=Wpp[sp,alpha,w,q],Wp≠=Wpm[sp,alpha,w,enc,q]

Now we bring everything together to plot the fitness of P+ and P- wasps. Beginning with Wp+=Wpp[sp,alpha,w,q],

In[27]:= Wpp[sp_, alpha_, w_, q_] :=
Sum[pn[[sp, n]] Sum[(n - Q)/((1 - q) n)*

f[Q, n, q]*(vpp[sp, n, Q, w] +
b[Q, n, alpha, bpp[sp, n, Q, w]]), {Q, 0, n}], {n, 1, 22}]

Note the recursively nested function b[Q, n, alpha, bpp[sp, n, Q, w]], where bpp[sp, n, Q, w] takes the
value of bx in b[Q, n, alpha, bx]. What this means, in short, is that bpp[sp, n, Q, w], which considers
the number of o�spring derived given rsp and ksp and n, is the maximum value of the function b[Q, n,
alpha, bx], which considers how the preferential allocation component of symbiont fitness is distributed
according to the fraction Q/n. This is completely consistent with the approach outlined in the manuscript
and Appendix 1.

Next we specify the fitness of P- wasps, where Wp≠=Wpm[sp,alpha,w,q], such that

In[28]:= Wpm[sp_, alpha_, w_, enc_, q_] :=
enc*Sum[pn[[sp, n]]*

Sum[Q/(n q)*
f[Q, n, q]*(vpm[sp, n, Q, w] +

b[Q, n, alpha, bpm[sp, n, Q, w]]), {Q, 0, n}], {n, 1, 22}]
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Note that the lowercase k term in the manuscript has been replaced here by Wp+=enc, short for
"encounter rate."

We can now visualize the fitnesses according to the following function:

In[29]:= Fitplot[sp_] :=
Show[Plot[{Wpp[sp, .9999, 1, q], Wpp[sp, .5, 1, q]}, {q, 0, 1},

PlotLabel -> namesp[[sp]], AxesLabel -> {"q", "W"},
BaseStyle -> FontSize -> 18, Filling -> True,
FillingStyle -> Gray, PlotRange -> {{0, 1}, {0, 300}},
AspectRatio -> 1,
PlotStyle -> {{Black, Thickness[.01]}, {Black, Dashing[.05],

Thickness[.0075]}}],
Plot[{Wpm[sp, .9999, 1, 1, q], Wpm[sp, .5, 1, 1, q]}, {q, 0, 1},
Filling -> True, FillingStyle -> Colsp[[sp]],
PlotRange -> {{0, 1}, {0, 300}}, AspectRatio -> 1,
PlotStyle -> {{Black, Thickness[.01]}, {Black, Dashing[.05],

Thickness[.0075]}}]]

This function returns plots where the proportion of P- wasps q is on the x-axis and wasp fitness
(measured in per-capita o�spring production) is on the y-axis. Note that this returns two pairs of lines.
First, it plots lines corresponding to alpha ¥ 1 (solid line) and alpha=0.50 (dashed line) for fitness of P+
wasps. It then fills in the space between these lines with gray. Next, it plots the same lines for the fitness
of P- wasps and fills the space between the lines with Colsp.

To recreate Figure S4 from Appendix 1

In[30]:= FS4 = Table[Fitplot[sp], {sp, 1, 4}]

3.5 Frequency Dependent Selection, s= s[sp,alpha,w,enc,q]

The selection coe�cient s, which is used in the mutation-selection balance model, is written in code as

In[31]:= s[sp_, alpha_, w_, enc_, q_] := (Wpp[sp, alpha, w, q] -
Wpm[sp, alpha, w, enc, q])/Wpp[sp, alpha, w, q]

The function splot[sp] plots selection from alpha ¥ 1 (solid line) to alpha=0.50 (dashed line) with
filling according to Colorsp for each sp:

In[32]:= splot[sp_] :=
Plot[{s[sp, .99, 1, 1, q], s[sp, .5, 1, 1, q]}, {q, 0, 1},
PlotRange -> {{0, 1}, {0, 1}}, BaseStyle -> FontSize -> 18,
PlotStyle -> {{Black, Thickness[.01]}, {Black, Dashing[.05],

Thickness[.0075]}}, Filling -> True, FillingStyle -> Colsp[[sp]],
PlotLabel -> namesp[[sp]], AxesLabel -> {"q", "s"},

AspectRatio -> 1]

This function returns plots that correspond to Figure 1 in the main manuscript.

In[33]:= F1 = Table[splot[sp], {sp, 1, 4}]
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3.6 Selection s as q æ 0 and – = x, sq0ax[sp]

For the mutation-selection balance model, we considered selection as the proportion of P- wasps ap-
proaches zero. In the appendix we use simplified fitness equations for when q ¥ 0 to calculate s[q æ 0]
= fs0[sp,alpha], such that

In[34]:= fs0[sp_, alpha_] :=
1 - Sum[pn[[sp, n]]/

n (1 - Exp[-rsp[[sp]] n/ksp[[sp]]]) (phi[[sp]] + (1 -
phi[[sp]]) (alpha (n - 1)/(alpha (n - 2) + 1))), {n, 1,

22}]/Sum[
pn[[sp, n]]/n (1 - Exp[-rsp[[sp]] n/ksp[[sp]]]), {n, 1, 22}]

A vector of the selection coe�cient when alpha ¥ 1 is

In[35]:= sq0a1=Table[fs0[sp, .9999], {sp, 1, 4}]

Out[35]= {0.684232, 0.330006, 0.488955, 0.0380572}

To satisfy that this simplified expression is the same as the complete model, we compare the vector
sq0a1[[sp]] to the limit of s[sp,.9999,1,1,q] as q æ 0, such that

In[36]:= sq0a1 == Table[Limit[s[sp, .9999, 1, 1, q], q -> 0], {sp, 1, 4}]

Out[36]= True

We are now satisfied that the two functions produce the same answers. Note that for this calculation,
enc=1 and k=1, which is to say P- wasps lack any advantages over P+ wasps that can o�set selection.
This is consistent with the mutation-selection balance model.

Now we generate another vector for when q ¥ 0 and alpha =0.5, such that

In[37]:= sq0ap5 = Table[fs0[sp, .5], {sp, 1, 4}]

Out[37]= {0.825569, 0.523251, 0.51882, 0.126394}

Now we do the same thing for when q ¥ 0 and alpha =0.75 (midway between extremes), such that

In[38]:= sq0ap75 = Table[fs0[sp, .75], {sp, 1, 4}]

Out[38]= {0.752996, 0.419805, 0.503267, 0.0773346}

We will use the code from In[33] when we construct Figure 2 from the main manuscript in section
3.7.2.

3.7 Mutation-Selection Balance

3.7.1 Mutation vs. Inbreeding coe�cient

This function will give the mutation rate required to generate the proportion q P- wasps

In[39]:= uq[F_, q_, sx_] := ((-F + Sqrt[F^2 + 4 (1 - F) q])^2 sx)/(6 (1 - F)^2)

To plot function uq[[F,sp,sx]] along the full range of inbreeding coe�cients {F,0,1} at – ¥ 1 and
– = 0.5, use Fplot[sp]:
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In[40]:= Fplot[sp_] :=
Plot[{Log[10, uq[F, qfield[[sp]], sq0a1[[sp]]]],

Log[10, uq[F, qfield[[sp]], sq0ap5[[sp]]]]}, {F, 0, 1},
PlotRange -> {{0, 1}, {-6, -2}}, PlotLabel -> namesp[[sp]],
AxesLabel -> {"F", "u"}, BaseStyle -> FontSize -> 18,
Filling -> True, FillingStyle -> Colsp[[sp]],
PlotStyle -> {{Black, Thickness[.01]}, {Black, Dashing[.05],

Thickness[.0075]}}, AspectRatio -> 1]

Note that this plot gives you most of Figure S5. We will now fill in the remaining parts, starting with
the gray bar for the range of reasonable phenotypic mutation rates.

The grey bars can be added using the Ru object (for "reasonable mutation). Note that we consider
1x10≠4 to 5x10≠6 to be reasonable mutation rate and that we are plotting this on a Log scale.

In[41]:= Ru = Plot[{-4, Log[10, 5*10^-6]}, {x, 0, 1},
PlotStyle -> {Opacity[ .25, Black], Opacity[ .25, Black]},
FillingStyle -> {Opacity[ .25, Black]}, Filling -> {1 -> {2}}];

Next we plot the vertical lines in Figure S5 from the x-axis. Let usp[[sp,i]] be the Log of the mutation
rate required to account for qfield[[sp]] proportion of P- wasps with inbreeding coe�cient Fsp[[sp,i]], such
that:

In[42]:= usp = Table[
Table[Log[10, uq[Fsp[[sp, i]], qfield[[sp]], sq0ap5[[sp]]]], {i, 1,

2}], {sp, 1, 4}]

Out[42]= {{-4.89887, -5.16271}, {-4.43608, -4.48144}, {-4.33624, -4.36501}, {-3.01277, -2.64264}}

We use the object Fline[[sp]] to plot two lines for each Fplot[sp] that extend upward from the x-axis
at Fsp[[sp,1]] and Fsp[[sp,2]] to the estimate of the required mutation rate given – = 0.5 (because this is
the higher mutation rate, it will span the whole region filled in with Colsp[[sp]].

In[43]:= Fline = Table[
Show[Table[

ListPlot[{{Fsp[[sp, i]], -6}, {Fsp[[sp, i]], usp[[sp, i]]}},
Joined -> True, PlotStyle -> {Black}], {i, 1, 2}]], {sp, 1, 4}]

Now we can assemble all of these elements into a full recreation of Figure S5

In[44]:= FS5 = Table[Show[Fplot[sp], Ru, Fline[[sp]]], {sp, 1, 4}]

3.7.2 95% Confidence Intervals for qfield vs. estimates of q at di�erent mutation rates

The code used here can be used to recreate Figure 2 in the manuscript. On the x-axis are fig tree species
x fig wasp pollinator species combinations (6 total) and on the y-axis is the proportion of P- wasps q.

This plot shows the 95% CI for qfield for each species. (plotted as rectangular boxes filled in Colsp[[sp]],
bounded by the upper and lower CI estimates, and with the mean as a horizontal black line through the
center). For F. obtusifolia and F. popeneoi,where inbreeding coe�cients were obtained from molecular
estimates for each of their two cryptic pollinating fig wasp species (Molbo et al. 2004), F. obtusifolia and
F. popeneoi, we plotted the CI twice and labelled the x-axis with F. sp A and F. sp B.

There are then various points plotted against the CI boxes which correspond to the estimates for q

given di�erent mutation rates. These points are plotted at – = 0.75 (midway between the extremes of
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1 and 0.5 we considered in other plots), with error bars extending upward and downward to – ¥ 1 and
– = 0.5.

Our approach here is a bit clunky. Readers are encouraged to improve upon it. We assembled the
figure in parts and then unite them with the function Show as in previous examples.

3.7.3 Empty plot with correct format, MutPlot

We begin with a plot with the desired features–namely, a range along the x-axis that allows us to plot 6
CI boxes at points 1,2,3,4,5,6 (with a space of 1 on each side), such that it spans from 0-7, and a range
along the y-axis that allows us to plot the upper bounds of the CI boxes without running out of space.

We accomplish all of this with MutPlot:

In[45]:= MutPlot =
ListPlot[{0, 0}, PlotRange -> {{0, 7}, {0, .07}},
Ticks -> {{{1 , "F.c"}, {2, "F.n"}, {3, "F.oA"}, {4, "F.oB"}, {5,

"F.pA"}, {6, "F.pB"}}, {{0, 0}, {0.01, 0.01}, {0.02,
0.02}, {0.03, 0.03}, {0.04, 0.04}, {0.05, 0.05}, {0.06,
0.06}, {0.07, 0.07}}}, BaseStyle -> FontSize -> 18,

AxesLabel -> {"", "q"}]

3.7.4 Add 95% Confidence Interval boxes, CIplot

Next we want to add the CI boxes to MutPlot. To do this we specify a function that draws rectangles with
a horizontal thickness of w centered at x with lines connecting points {x-w,CI[[sp, 1]]}, {x+w,CI[[sp, 1]]},
{x+w,CI[[sp, 3]]},{x-w,CI[[sp, 3]]}, {x-w,CI[[sp, 1]]} (the outer perimeter of the CI box), one horizontal
line spanning {x-w,CI[[sp, 2]]}, {x+w,CI[[sp, 2]]}, and filled in with Colsp[[sp]].

In[46]:= fCI[x_, w_, sp_] :=
Show[ListPlot[{{x - w, CI[[sp, 1]]}, {x + w, CI[[sp, 1]]}, {x + w,

CI[[sp, 3]]}, {x - w, CI[[sp, 3]]}, {x - w, CI[[sp, 1]]}},
Joined -> True, Filling -> Bottom, PlotStyle -> Black,
FillingStyle -> Directive[Opacity[.5], Colsp[[sp]]]],

ListPlot[{{x - w, CI[[sp, 2]]}, {x + w, CI[[sp, 2]]}},
Joined -> True, PlotStyle -> {Black}]]

Combining these gives a plot with the CI for each fig tree species x fig wasp pollinator species.

In[47]:= CIplot = Show[MutPlot, fCI[1, .3, 1], fCI[2, .3, 2], fCI[3, .3, 3],
fCI[4, .3, 3], fCI[5, .3, 4], fCI[6, .3, 4]]

3.7.5 Adding points for expected q given di�erent mutation rates

Now we need to add our estimates of the proportion of P- wasps given mutation. The function fqu[F,sx,u]
gives the expected proportion of P- wasps given inbreeding F selection sx and mutation u:

In[48]:= fqu[F_, sx_, u_] := (1/(2 sx)) F*Sqrt[6*sx u] + 3 u (1 - F)

For F. citrifolia and F. nymphaeifolia (sp = 1,2, respectively), we use the mean of the estimates of
inbreeding coe�cients. For F. obtusifolia and F. popenoei we use two estimates each. Thus, we have
1 + 1 + 2 + 2 = 6 total values for F which will be used for each of the six entries in CIPlot. We create a
vector iFsp which is six units long and serves this function.
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In[49]:= iFsp = {Mean[Fsp[[1]]], Mean[Fsp[[2]]], Fsp[[3, 1]], Fsp[[3, 2]],
Fsp[[4, 1]], Fsp[[4, 2]]}

Out[49]= {0.6145, 0.3085, 0.848, 0.877, 0.404, 0.169}

In addition, we create a vector isp[[sp]] which can be used to trace back the entry on the x axis back
to the fig tree species, such that

In[50]:= isp = {1, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4}

We will plot 4 di�erent mutation rates, which are in the vector umod[[j]]

In[51]:= umod = {10^-4, 10^-5, 10^-6, 2.84*10^-5}

We specify the aesthetics for the points we are going to plot at each of these plots with the vector
upoint[[j]]

In[52]:= upoint = {{\[FilledSquare], 20}, {\[FilledUpTriangle],
20}, {\[FilledCircle], 20}, {"*", 30}}

Now we are ready to plot all of the mutation estimates for each fig tree species x fig wasp species
combination at alpha=0.75. We do this with the object uPlot.

In[53]:= uPlot = Show[
Table[ListPlot[

Table[fqu[iFsp[[i]], sq0ap75[[isp[[i]]]], umod[[j]]], {i, 1, 6}],
PlotMarkers -> upoint[[j]], PlotStyle -> Black], {j, 1, 4}]]

3.7.6 Plotting error bars

Now we want to plot error bars for each value of fqu[iFsp[[i]], sq0ap75[[isp[[i]]]], umod[[j]]] (the predicted
q when alpha=0.75) that extend upwards to fqu[iFsp[[i]], sq0ap5[[isp[[i]]]], umod[[j]]] (same estimate when
alpha=0.5) and downwards to fqu[iFsp[[i]], sq0ap5[[isp[[i]]]], umod[[j]]] (same estimate when alpha ¥ 1).
We do this with the function fCIerrorbars[i,j], where i is the fig tree species x fig wasp species combination
and j is the mutation rate from umod[[j]].

In[54]:= fCIerrorbars[i_, j_] :=
ListPlot[{{i, fqu[iFsp[[i]], sq0ap5[[isp[[i]]]], umod[[j]]]}, {i,

fqu[iFsp[[i]], sq0a1[[isp[[i]]]], umod[[j]]] }}, Joined -> True,
PlotStyle -> Black]

Now we combine the error bars into one plot for all fig tree species x fig wasp species combinations
and all mutation rates.

In[55]:= uerrorbars =
Show[MutPlot, Table[Table[fCIerrorbars[i, j], {i, 1, 6}], {j, 1, 4}]]

3.7.7 Combine CIplot,uPlot,uerrorbars to recreate Figure 2 ( F2)

Now we are ready to combine all the constituent parts of the figure together into F2, which recreates
Figure 2 from the manuscript.

In[56]:= F2=Show[CIplot, uPlot, uerrorbars]

This concludes the mutation-selection balance component of the model.
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4 Cost-Benefit Model

For the cost-benefit models, we seek solutions to for enc and w such that Wpm[sp, alpha, w, enc, qfield])=
Wpp[sp, alpha, w, qfield]). We then express these solutions along a range of alpha values from 0.5 to 1 to
recreate Figure 3ab.

We begin with function BlankRAplot[plotlabel, ylabel, ylim], which will draw a figure with specified
main title plottitle, y-axis labels ylabel and upper limit on the y-axis ylim.

In[57]:= BlankRAplot[plotlabel_, ylabel_, ylim_] :=
Plot[1, {x, 0, 1}, PlotStyle -> {Gray},
PlotRange -> {{0.5, 1}, {0, ylim}}, AspectRatio -> 1,
BaseStyle -> FontSize -> 18, AxesLabel -> {"alpha", ylabel},
PlotLabel -> plotlabel]

This plot includes a gray line at y=1, which corresponds to the condition where there is no advantage
in terms of the trait in question.

4.1 Required Advantage for Encounter Rate, enc

First, we specify a function that calculates the required advantage in terms of enc, which is simply the
ratio of Wpp[sp, alpha, w=1, q=qfield[[sp]]]/Wpm[sp, alpha, w=1, enc=1, q=qfield[[sp]]], such that

In[58]:= RAenc[sp_, alpha_] :=
Wpp[sp, alpha, 1, qfield[[sp]]]/Wpm[sp, alpha, 1, 1, qfield[[sp]]]

Now we combine plots of function RAenc[sp,alpha] from alpha,0.5,1 for each species

In[59]:= plotRAenc =
Show[Table[

Plot[RAenc[sp, alpha], {alpha, 0.5, 1},
PlotStyle -> Colsp[[sp]]], {sp, 1, 4}]]

And then assemble everything in one place, F3A for "Figure 3A."

In[60]:= F3A = Show[BlankRAplot["encounter rate", "enc", 6], plotRAenc]

4.2 Required Advantage for oviposition rate, w

4.2.1 Determining when solutions for w exist

The critical level of discrimination is specified by the function

In[61]:= critdis[sp_] := (1 -
Sum[pn[[sp, n]]/n (1 - Exp[-rsp[[sp]] n/ksp[[sp]]]), {n, 1, 22}])/

pn[[sp, 1]]

The values for each species are

In[62]:= critdis[Range[4]]

Out[62]= {0.721179, 2.43984, 0.344156, 11.5462}

In order for solutions for w to exist, the values of critdis[sp] must be less than the actual value of
discrimination, which is 1-phi[[sp]]. We compare these two with the following code
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In[63]:= Table[1 - phi[[sp]] < critdis[sp], {sp, 1, 4}]

Out[63]= {False, True, False, True}

This tells us that solutions exist for sp=1 and sp=2, F. nymphaeifolia and F. popenoei, but not the
other two species. Thus, we will only seek solutions for these species and ignore the others.

4.2.2 Demonstration of Newton’s method for approximating solutions for w with a sim-
plified model

In Appendix 1 we outlined a method for approximating the solution for w using a simplified model. We
wrote a function f [w] = Wp≠[w] ≠ Wp+ for which we sought a solution where f

≠1[w] = 0 (where fitnesses
of P+ and P- wasps are equal). The simplified function assumes qfield ¥ 0 and alpha ¥ 1. We reproduce
the function here as fw[sp,w]

In[64]:= fw[sp_, w_] := -pn[[sp, 1]] (1 - phi[[sp]]) (1 -
Exp[-rsp[[sp]] w/ksp[[sp]]]) +

Sum[w pn[[sp, n]]/(n + w - 1) (1 -
Exp[-rsp[[sp]] (n + w - 1)/ksp[[sp]]]), {n, 1, 22}] -

Sum[pn[[sp, n]]/n (1 - Exp[-rsp[[sp]] n/ksp[[sp]]]), {n, 1, 22}]

Newton’s method involves finding a solution of a linear approximation of fw[sp,w] where the slope
of the line is the value of the function at fw[sp,wn]. The function wNewton[sp,wn] will perform a single
iteration of this method.

In[65]:= wNewton[sp_, wn_] :=
wn - fw[sp, wn]/D[Evaluate[fw[sp, w]], w] /. w -> wn

The power of the method comes from reiterating this function recurisviely, such that wNewton[sp,wNewton[sp,wn]]
constitutes two iterations of the model. To create a list of estimates, use the function wNewton-
List[sp,wn1,n], which will reiterate the function n times and return a list of estimates where the first item in
the list is the initial estimate wn1, the next item is wNewton[sp,wn1], then wNewton[sp,wNewton[sp,wn1],
and so on.

In[66]:= wNewtonList[sp_, wn1_, n_] := NestList[wNewton[sp, #] &, wn1, n]

To give an example explored in Appendix 1, let’s start the search for solutions for F.nymphaeifolia,
which is sp=2. We begin by at w=1, which must be an underestimate given that it means that P- wasps
have no advantages over P+ wasps but still face sanctions.

To reiterate the function 5 times, we write

In[67]:= wNewtonList[2, 1, 5]

Out[67]= {1, 1.72099, 1.94912, 1.96546, 1.96554, 1.96554}

Now we can see that the answer does not change up to the 5th decimal point after only 3-iterations.
Therefore, we consider 1.96554 to be a pretty good estimate. To confirm the approximation worked, then
fw[sp,1.96554] ¥ 0.

In[68]:= fw[2, 1.96554]

Out[68]= {5.8328*10^-8}

This number is very small–suggesting a di�erence in fitness of fewer than 3 o�spring for every 50
million. Reiterating this further times can diminish the di�erence still further, returning estimates to a
greater number of decimal points. Newton’s method works.
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4.2.3 Using FindRoot to apply Newton’s method to complete model to find solutions for
w

It is not necessary to use all of the code above to use Newton’s method. Mathematica will do it for you
with the FindRoot function. We will take advantage of the streamlined code to approximate solutions of
w using the full fitness equations evaluated at qfield[[sp]] and any value of alpha, rather than the simplified
equations above.

Thus, let RAw[sp,alpha] be an approximation using Newton’s method.

In[69]:= RAw[sp_, alpha_] :=
w /. FindRoot[

Wpp[sp, alpha, w, qfield[[sp]]] ==
Wpm[sp, alpha, w, 1, qfield[[sp]]], {w, 1}]

We plot the results of this function for the two species where positive solutions are possible sp=2 and
4, and name the plot plotRAw.

In[70]:= plotRAw =
Show[Table[

Plot[RAw[sp, alpha], {alpha, 0.5, 1},
PlotStyle -> Colsp[[sp]]], {sp, 2, 4, 2}]]

Now we specify a BlankRAplot with the labels and plot limits that we want (we kept the ylim=6 for
virtue of comparison of the same plot for encounter rate and combine all of the elements that comprise
Figure 3b into object F3B

In[71]:= F3B = Show[BlankRAplot["oviposition rate", "w", 6], plotRAw]

4.3 Completing Figure 3AB, F3AB

Now we are finally ready to assemble Figure 3ab.

In[72]:= F3AB=Column[{F3A, F3B}]

5 Genetic Drift: Wright-Fisher Simulations

5.1 E�ective Population Size Estimates that include Cryptic species

We begin with the e�ective population size estimates based on characteristics of each of the four fig tree
species. We call this list cNe, such that

In[73]:= cNe = {484860.8333, 189691.4542, 828812.16, 1102004.75}

Now we want to correct for the fact that sp=3,4 both have two cryptic species. We use data on the
proportion of the total that these two species constitute to form another list

In[74]:= cryptNe = {cNe[[1]],
cNe[[2]], .746 cNe[[3]], .254 cNe[[3]], .109 cNe[[4]], .891 \

cNe[[4]]}

Next we want to have various estimates of our e�ective population size (starting with our full estimate
and then dividing by the quotient k from 1 to 10).
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In[75]:= kNe = Table[cryptNe[[sp]]/k, {sp, 1, 6}, {k, 1, 10}]

We are modeling a haplodiploid population, so we multiply all of these estimates by 3/2.

In[76]:= hdNe = 3/2 kNe

Finally, because we will be using these in numerical simulations that take random samples from a
binomial distribution, we would like all of our estimates to be integers. We do this via rounding.

In[77]:= nNe = Round[hdNe]

Now we move to simulations.

5.2 balancing selection in females for recessive allele

Let pq be a function that converts the frequency of P- wasps to the expected frequency of the "a" allele
given inbreeding F.

In[78]:= pq[F_, q_] := (-F + Sqrt[F^2 + 4 (1 - F) q])/(2 (1 - F))

We use this function to determine the expected frequency of the "a" allele from the CI for the frequency
of P- wasps.

In[79]:= pCI = Table[pq[iFsp[[sp]], CI[[isp[[sp]], k]]], {sp, 1, 6}, {k, 1, 3}]

Note that in this context sp refers to the wasp species. We use the list isp to assign the host species
associated with each wasp. Two species (F. obtusifolia and popenoei) have di�erent wasp species with
di�erent inbreeding coe�cients.

Now we make linear approximations of the balancing selection on P- wasps, using a selection coe�cient
that is a function of the frequency of the "a" allele. First, we find the slope of the line at the equilibrium
value

In[80]:= mk = Table[
D[s[isp[[sp]], .9999, 1, kreq[[isp[[sp]]]], q] /.

q -> q^2 + iFsp[[sp]] q (1 - q), q] /. q -> pCI[[sp, 2]], {sp, 1,
6}]

Then we find the value of the y-intercept (bk):

In[81]:= bk = Table[-mk[[sp]] pCI[[sp, 2]], {sp, 1, 6}]

And combine these two into a list of linear approximations.

In[82]:= lsk = Table[bk[[sp]] + mk[[sp]] q, {sp, 1, 6}]

For the change in allele frequency "a", we

In[83]:= dq = Table[
2/3 (1 - q + (-1 + q)/(1 + k (F (-1 + q) - q) q)) /. {k ->

lsk[[sp]], F -> iFsp[[sp]]}, {sp, 1, 6}]

Let q2 be the frequency at time t+1. Assuming that there is no selection on males.
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In[84]:= q2 = Table[
q/3 + 2/3 (1 + (-1 + q)/(1 + k (F (-1 + q) - q) q)) /. {k ->

lsk[[sp]], F -> iFsp[[sp]]}, {sp, 1, 6}]

We make it into a function that can be fed into NestList using e�ective population size estimates.

In[85]:= fnq2[sp_, ne_, n_] := q2[[sp]] /. q -> n/ne

Our simulations do not allow the population to absorb at q=0.

In[86]:= rfnq2[sp_, n_, ne_] :=
Max[{1, RandomVariate[BinomialDistribution[ne, fnq2[sp, ne, n]], 1]}]

Use NestList to generate a Markov chain

In[87]:= simfnq[sp_, ne_, tf_] := NestList[rfnq2[sp, #, ne] &, 1, tf]

We can compare this chain to a simulation of the deterministic model using the function fq2.

In[88]:= fq2[sp_, p_] := q2[[sp]] /. q -> p

In[89]:= simfq2[sp_] :=
ListPlot[(x^2 + x (1 - x) iFsp[[sp]]) /.

x -> NestList[fq2[sp, #] &, 1/nNe[[sp, 1]],
100000][[1 ;; -1 ;; 10]], Joined -> True, PlotRange -> All,

PlotStyle -> {Thickness[.0075], Colsp[[isp[[sp]]]]}]

Now we run simulations of the model. This code will run for 100,000 generations, 100 simulations
with an e�ective population size of nNe[[sp,1]]. The Monitor function keeps tabs on the long evaluation.

In[90]:= Monitor[nSim100 =
Table[Table[simfnq[sp, nNe[[sp, 1]], 100000], {x, 1, 100}], {sp, 1,

6}], {sp, x, (sp - 1)/6. + x/600.}]

Get the mean of each simulation. We will plot this against the gray noise of the 100 simulations.

In[91]:= Monitor[mnSim100 = Table[Mean[nSim100[[sp]]], {sp, 1, 6}], {sp}];

We are now left with several options as to how to plot this data. For starters, rather than showing
the frequency of the "a" allele, for consistency with the rest of the manuscript we will show the output
in terms of the frequency of P- wasps. For this we must find the value of q (proportion of wasps) that
corresponds with the proportion (p = Np≠/Ne). We do this as follows:

In[92]:= Monitor[pqSim100 =
Table[(nSim100[[sp, x]][[1 ;; -1 ;; 10]]/nNe[[sp, 1]])^2 +

iFsp[[sp]] (nSim100[[sp, x]][[1 ;; -1 ;; 10]]/
nNe[[sp, 1]]) (1 - (nSim100[[sp, x]][[1 ;; -1 ;; 10]]/

nNe[[sp, 1]])) , {sp, 1, 6}, {x, 1, 100}], {sp, x}]

And for the mean
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In[93]:= pqSim100mean =
Table[(mnSim100[[sp]][[1 ;; -1 ;; 10]]/

nNe[[sp, 1]])^2 + (mnSim100[[sp]][[1 ;; -1 ;; 10]]/
nNe[[sp, 1]]) (1 - (mnSim100[[sp]][[1 ;; -1 ;; 10]]/

nNe[[sp, 1]])) iFsp[[sp]], {sp, 1, 6}]

We find the maximum value of each simulation to help find good default PlotRange limits using the
following function

In[94]:= Maxfpq = Table[
Max[Flatten[Table[pqSim100[[sp, x]], {x, 1, 100}]]], {sp, 1, 6}]

Next, we plot a mass of gray lines that correspond to our 100 simulated populations.

In[95]:= fpqSim100[sp_] :=
ListPlot[Table[pqSim100[[sp, x]], {x, 1, 100}], Joined -> True,
PlotStyle -> Gray, BaseStyle -> FontSize -> 18,
AxesStyle -> Thickness[.005],
PlotRange -> {{0, 10000}, {0,

Max[Maxfpq[[sp]], 2*CI[[isp[[sp]], 2]]]}},
Ticks -> {Table[{x, x/100}, {x, 0, 10000, 1000}],

Table[{y, N[Round[y, 1/1000]]}, {y, 0,
Max[Maxfpq[[sp]], 2*CI[[isp[[sp]], 2]]],
Max[Maxfpq[[sp]], 2*CI[[isp[[sp]], 2]]]/5} ]}]

And then we plot this against the deterministic model (function simfq2[sp]) in Colsp[[isp[[sp]]]], with
the mean of the simulations plotted as a thick black line.

In[96]:= fpq2[sp_] :=
Show[fpqSim100[sp], simfq2[sp],
ListPlot[pqSim100mean[[sp]], Joined -> True, PlotRange -> All,
PlotStyle -> {Black, Thickness[.005]}]]

Thus, to recreate Figure 5, we

In[97]:= Table[fpq2[sp], {sp, 1,6}]

6 Stationary Distributions

We will now derived stationary distributions of our determinstic model using various estimates of the
e�ective population size. We begin with our deterministic model for the change in "a" allele frequency.

In[98]:= qfp=-q + ((1 - F) (1 - q) q + (1 - k) (F (1 - q) q + q^2))/((1 - q)^2 +
2 (1 - F) (1 - q) q + F (1 - q) q + (1 - k) (F (1 - q) q + q^2))

Note that in this expression "k" is the selection coe�cient.
Next, we define the function A[q]. We begin by dividing qfp by the variance (in haplodiploid popula-

tions) and then multiplying by 2N, where N is the e�ective population size correcting for haplodiploidy
(that is, multiplying by 3/2). However, since our list of e�ective population sizes has already been
multiplied by 3/2, we do not include this term as a coe�cient. Thus,

In[99]:= FullSimplify[2 n qfp/(q (1 - q))]
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Out[99]= (2 k n (F (-1 + q) - q))/(1 + k (F (-1 + q) - q) q)

Now we substitute the term k with the linear approximation of the selection gradient, F with the
species specific inbreeding coe�cient, and n with a population size estimate ranging from Ne/x where x
ranges from 1 to 10.

In[100]:= xAq = Simplify[
Table[(2 k n (F (-1 + q) - q))/(

1 + k (F (-1 + q) - q) q) /. {k -> lsk[[sp]], F -> iFsp[[sp]],
n -> nNe[[sp, x]]}, {sp, 1, 6}, {x, 1, 10}]];

Next, we integrate this list with respect to q.

In[101]:= iAq = Table[Integrate[xAq[[sp, x]], q], {sp, 1, 6}, {x, 1, 10}];

And then raise it as an exponent of e.

In[102]:= eiAq = Table[Exp[iAq[[sp, x]]], {sp, 1, 6}, {x, 1, 10}];

Finally, we divide this expression by the variance (q(1-q)) term.

In[103]:= eiAqV = eiAq/(q (1 - q));

And solve for the constant of integration that results in the expression integrating to 1 over all
conditions where a polymorphism exists (those with at least one copy of the "a" allele, but not 100% "a"
allele).

In[104]:= cAq = Table[
1/NIntegrate[

eiAqV[[sp, x]], {q, 1/nNe[[sp, x]], 1 - 1/nNe[[sp, x]]}], {sp, 1,
6}, {x, 1, 10}];

Finally, taking the product of our constant of integration and the term eiAqV will give the normalized
stationary distributions.

In[105]:= ceAq = cAq eiAqV;

Now we want to look at our stationary distributions. We are curious, first, how the distribution looks
in the area near to the equilibrium from the deterministic model. For consistency, we choose to express
this equilibrium as the proportion of P- wasps in the population, which means that we have to calculate
this from the frequency of the "a" allele using the inbreeding coe�cient. We also want to see how the
distribution changes when we reduce the size of the e�ective population.

The following function accomplishes all of this. First, it plots the stationary distribution along a range
from q=0 to twice the deterministic equilibrium. It does this with a range of y-values that is equal to
the term "peak" times the value of the stationary distribution at the deterministic equilibrium. It plots a
vertical black line at the deterministic equilibrium so that you can see where it is.

To compare di�erent sizes, we focus on values of Ne/x where x=1,2,4, and 10. That is, at the full Ne,
one-half, one-fourth, and one-tenth Ne.
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In[106]:= SimAq[sp_, peak_] :=
Show[Table[

ParametricPlot[{q^2 + q (1 - q) iFsp[[sp]], ceAq[[sp, x]]}, {q, 0,
2 pCI[[sp, 2]]}, AspectRatio -> 1, BaseStyle -> FontSize -> 18,

AxesStyle -> Thickness[.005],
PlotStyle -> {Colsp[[isp[[sp]]]], Thickness[.005],

Dashing[Dashsp[[x]]]},
PlotRange -> {{0, 2 CI[[isp[[sp]], 2]]}, {0,

peak*Evaluate[ ceAq[[sp, 1]] /. q -> pCI[[sp, 2]]]}} ], {x, {1,
2, 4, 10}}],

ListPlot[{{CI[[isp[[sp]], 2]], 0}, {CI[[isp[[sp]], 2]],
peak*Evaluate[ ceAq[[sp, 1]] /. q -> pCI[[sp, 2]]]}},

Joined -> True, PlotStyle -> Black]]

To calculate the area under the curve that falls within the 95 % CI for each wasp species.

In[107]:= CIAq = Table[
NIntegrate[
ceAq[[sp, x]], {q, Max[pCI[[sp, 1]], 1/nNe[[sp, x]]],
pCI[[sp, 3]]}], {sp, 1, 6}, {x, 1, 10}];

For example, the area under the curve with the full estimate of e�ective population size is

In[108]:= CIAq[[Range[6], 1]]

Out[108]= {0.732238, 0.965766, 0.611151, 0.261632, 0.99199, 1.}

That was using our full estimate of e�ective population size. What if we want to reduce this estimate
by some factor x–let’s say we do this so we get stationary distributions for .1, 1, 10, 50, and 75 % our
originals.

And this concludes the Mathematica Appendix.

7 Final Thoughts

We are not skilled Mathematica users. We reproduce here the code that we used so that readers can
completely recreate what we did in the manuscript and Appendix 1. More elegant solutions doubtless
exist.
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